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My Beautiful Aunt Joan is about my Godmother Aunt Joan LYNCH Macris. Please consider
it a focused exploration largely from Joan’s perspective with an expanded discussion through
other texts and pictures of our Lynch family’s roots. Our Lynches, like so many others,
emigrated from Ireland to New York City in the late 19th century and early 1900’s.
I undertook this project because I feel the sharing of families’ stories from generation to
generation is not only the honorable thing to do, but that it can have therapeutic value.
I believe that awareness of even the most abstract sense of where we come from feeds our
souls in positive ways. Creating time in our lives for reflecting on ancestry can enhance the
bedrock of our existence.
Investigations like this are a psychologically and metaphysically charged and a bountiful
two - way street that ideally involves an ongoing conversation between us, the elders of our
communities, the ancestors who have gone before, and our descendants. These investigations
can foster a kind of Spiritual equilibrium. To know in our hearts that we are cherished and
remembered brings levity to life, and it heightens our attentions to the goal of improving the
world for our successors, (all family, not just our family of origin, but chosen family too and
even family members not born yet). Having and holding this historical equilibrium informs
how we live our lives in every area of life, from environmentalism (hopefully) and other forms
of culture building and preservation, to self - care and serenity no matter what your individual
familial or societal practice(s) may be.
When we create time in our lives for Devotional awareness of our ancestors AND ourselves
and our descendants, it can yield guiding and protecting energies in our lives. The substance
of the practice needn’t be that literal or complex… simply burning incense for named and
unnamed ancestors and descendants will sometimes cause enough pause to help re   - align
one’s perspective on busy life in the 21st Century.
I feel that the further we can reach back into our ancestry the more Spiritually charged the
inquiry can become. Invoking the memory of the older ancestors (known and unknown) may
provide access to previously unseen histories of the worlds we are connected to. I also
personally believe the Spirit world LIKES to be remembered and Ritualized. So many cultures
throughout history have attested to and cherished similar ideas.
As my mother’s and my own photographic archives prove, we who make and pose for these
kinds of familial pictures have a mind’s eye to the hope for remembrance and longevity via
those salient instamatic moments.
The oral history interview format is also wonderful because it is easy to create (especially
with today’s cell phone recording technologies). Often the interviews move beyond the
perfunctory into the more poetic aspects of the lives being discussed. The texts that a
family has recorded and preserved over the years likely provides just enough familiar
narrative to hang your hat on, and when you combine that with the available photographic
imagery, hopefully the two elements can meld into a poignant duet in one’s heart, as my
Aunt Joan’s lovely narrative does.
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My choosing photography and history as a dual vocation has made being the vessel for these
ideas easy, it is what I do professionally. But it can’t be over -  stated how important it is for
non  -  professionals to take time to preserve and celebrate their histories. i.e. DO NOT throw
away your parent’s love letters and the like !!!… If you don’t have the capacity to do
something with your family’s papers yourself, don’t just discard things, find someone in your
family or community to hand the torch of preservation to. Encourage them to make a book
from the materials or donate the documents to the local library or similar institution. You may
be surprised to find your local historical society is interested in preserving such papers and
projects… and if possible, try to complete any project you foster while the people being
honored are alive to enjoy them.
Thank you, Aunt Joan, for sharing your life story, your openness is admirable, and I am grateful
for your trust. Thank you also to everyone else pictured for your willingness to play in front of
my camera over the years and for being part of this remembrance.
I am especially grateful to our cousins in Ireland: Denis and Kathleen Lynch and family, and
Lily LUCEY O’Sullivan and family for sharing their genealogy work. I am greatful also to
cousins Jerry and Dale Lynch, when Jerry was still with us, he shared so much zest for
history and connectivity. (Joan’s 1st cousin Jerry was from my Grandpa Dannie Lynch’s side
of the Lynch family who were from the Cork and Kerry regions in Ireland).
This manuscript is sparse on good representation of my Italian side (My father Salvatore
Nicoletta and his family of origin). Permit me to offer my apology for now... that amazing
story warrants its own book and is another area I hope to explore and organize and preserve.
A nod of respect also goes to the Casino family who were our landlords on Elizabeth Street
in Utica, (My parents Helen and Sal’s first apartment as a family, circa 1954). The Casinos
were our dear friends and we their adopted family. (They certainly helped my parents get on
their feet). Rose and the late Pam Casino and their parents, the late John and Carmella Casino,
loved our family and us kids and made many photographs over those years we lived there and
participated in family outings with them, a few of which are presented herein.
My mom (Helen LYNCH Nicoletta) was the ultimate snapshot enthusiast and her 120 mm size
black and white negatives of our early lives are extraordinary. I have always wanted to link
them with textual remembrances of the times and this manuscript represents a first effort.
Thank you also to those who provided practical support such as transcription and proofing,
scanning and foraging: archives specialist René Bates, Nicole V. Gagné, Mickey and Jimmy
Lynch, Rosemarie LYNCH Young, Linda Logan, Lorraine NICOLETTA Barney, Peggy Sue
Amison, and from Longford Ireland, Mary LYNCH Carthy and her son Patrick, Grace MAHEDY
Harris and her dad Jimmy Mahedy and Nora Theresa Mahedy.
I also want to acknowledge my husband Mike Pinatelli Jr and his family for their care.
Mike’s devotion to my creativity and our family helped to make this work possible and
joyful and soul nourishing.
Respectfully - Dan Nicoletta
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P.S. Here are some technical suggestions to scrapbook makers and archivists:
Print on demand services like Blurb Books have made this so much easier and fun to do
nowadays. To my mind there is still nothing better than a good old - fashioned home - made
scrap book… the beauty of the hand - made volumes I have made or collected over the years
has never diminished. If you’ do go the DIY (Do It Yourself) route, don’t use scotch tape or
magnetic photo pages or co  -  mingle your newsprint with your photos and letters. (The newsprint emits gases over time, which stain and devalue other materials). The texts and photos of
the newsprint is very worth preserving through scanning and/or copying (zerox etc.), but keep
the original newsprint far away from your other materials. (Also remember to include the date
and name of the publication of what you scan from or write them in by hand to the new copy
if you have to.
Any annotations you can provide (especially names) is helpful to the person(s) enjoying the
archives in the future. If you do annotate, use pencil and very light pressure if writing on the
back of original paper -  based photos. There are some archival pens (see links below) that are
good for some things, but they often need time to air dry (to prevent ink smears) before you
put things back into a box, envelope or a book for storage.
Generally, sharpie pens though marketed as “permanent”, will eventually fade and are
somewhat invasive in that they bleed through to the image side of photos over time.
Always test the materials you buy on samples that you don’t care much about.
A general rule of thumb is that the items preserved should not be defaced by more
contemporary markings on the item itself. Avoid doing this if possible, just create adjunct
documents (such as a card catalog) for cross reference to your notes and annotation and
preserve the original items exactly as you find them, postage dates, stamps and all. Staples
and metal clasps can and should be removed, but with attention to keeping documents
together as they were originally bound. (Metal staples eventually rust and stain paper goods,
and rubber bands eventually dry and crack apart and stain with residual dried rubber
particles).
If you can afford them, use archival “bankers” size boxes for your long - term storage.
(Non - archival boxes contain unstable cardboard which will also eventually stain your
materials. If you have to use non - archival boxes, wrap the holdings inside the box in
archival plastic bags if possible.)
Below are some safe stable options for the enthusiast…
http://www.lightimpressionsdirect.com/
https://www.printfile.com/
https://www.gaylord.com/c/Preservation
https://www.blurb.com/
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Key to some genealogy conventions utilized in this manuscript
ALL CAPITAL LETTERS are used to denote Maiden surnames
nicknames such as (Cumor) and (Gait) are generally notated in parenthesis
surnames can appear with more than one spelling i.e.; Green OR Greene
[inaudible] denotes places where there was sound difficulty
in the transcription process
annotations that are sprinkled throughout the body of text are in italics
the appearance of asterisks * indicates additional information
elsewhere in the document

Above image; cross references to the symbolism in
The Lynch Family Coat of Arms. (see next 2 pages)
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Lynch Family Farm, Clonkeen, Ireland
where Joan’s father Dannie Lynch was born,
Painting by Lily D. LUCEY O’Sullivan
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The Lynch Family home in Clonkeen Ireland, (County Kerry),
The renovated house where Grandfather Dannie Lynch (Joan Macris’s father) was born,
photo by Daniel Nicoletta, August 25, 2013
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Dan Nicoletta’s summary of the following five family trees for the Clonkeen Lynches
by Denis and Kathleen Lynch
In 2012 and in 2018 Denis and Kathleen Lynch my 1st cousins (once removed) currently
living in Carhue Berrings, Ireland - County Cork, shared some of their genealogy research with
me including these carefully hand drawn family charts. The charts contain only very basic
info such as names, birth, death and marriage dates, but they sparked in me an appreciation
for how those basic structural details are the building blocks for the more mercurial narratives
that sometimes go hand in hand with the perfunctory evidence.
In the Spirit of Denis and Kathleen’s work I am including the charts just as they sent them.
I find the charts to be quite beautiful because they are hand made from the heart. These
elders took a lot of time to preserve what they knew or could find out about their/our
genealogy, thankfully.
Following is my simplified summary of each of their five appendices. (Please DO alert me to
any inaccuracies) Denis and Kathleen Lynch’s full correspondence is also included at the end
of this book for those that want to dig deeper. I highly encourage that - their letter is alive
with a beautiful narratives about our family.
Appendix 1 - (Early 19th Century, 1800 - 1850)
Dan Lynch and his sister Betty Lynch originally born in approximately 1810 were raised on
“the farmyard” in Ballyvourney, County Cork. Later in life they inherited two farms in the
Kerry and Cork regions that their family moved to. One was a farm in Clonkeen (County
Kerry) and the second farm was in Doirin Aluinn (just on the Cork side of the county bounds
between Kerry and Cork). The farm in Doirin Aluinn was eventually lost due to a fiscal crisis
caused by the death of two of Dan’s sons who both died of tuberculosis.
Dan Lynch had three sons: John Lynch, Dan (Draper Macroom Lynch), and Denis Lynch (Station master Croomstown). (There were also possibly other siblings who are unknown to us at
this time).
Betty Lynch (Dan was her brother) married Mr. Lucey and had 14 children. Two children
stayed on the farm in Clonkeen - Dan Lucey Jr. and Con (Cornelius) Lucey. Many of the
others family members emigrated to the United States.
One of Dan Lucey’s children’s children (also named Dan Lucey) eventually inherited the farm
in Clonkeen and in 1946 married Betty Lynch his neighbor and third cousin. (See appendix
1, Column 4, and Appendix 2, column 2) In 1956 this couple (Dan (Gait) Lucey and Betty
LYNCH Lucey) donated a plot of land on the Lynch farm to build Our Lady of the Wayside
Church, Clonkeen. The breathtaking Church was essentially built by the towns people and is
still open today (2019).
The town of Clonkeen today is comprised of mostly private homes. The old schoolhouse is
now closed and the mountainous region which was originally part of The Lynch farm (above
the town) was sold to the Bord Gais Energy Company for the development of the Kilgarvin
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Wind Farm. (The photos of me and family in the peat bog on page 156 were taken there - the
family still has access to the resource of peat for fuel from there). The original homestead of
my Grandfather Dannie Lynch (where he was birthed at home) is still there in town (though
their renovated and expanded farmhouse building was sold and is no longer in the direct
family lineage).
Mike O’Sullivan and wife Lily LUCEY O’Sullivan and Lily’s twin brother Denny Lucey still live
in two homes on the Lynch farm in Clonkeen, just down the road from that original homestead of Dan (Cumor) and Hannah KELLEHER Lynch. Some of the children and
grandchildren of Mike and Lily O’Sullivan live in the town also. It was Lily who gave me the
beautiful booklet about the history of Our Lady of the Wayside Church and her family are
caretakers of the Church today. The booklet is full of history and pictures of the formative
years of the town and our family. (see: A Treasure in the Valley the full booklet is reproduced
in the rear of this book.)
Appendix 2a (1870 - 1960’s - approximately)
This chart highlights (in blue) the family and offspring of Dan (Cumor) Lynch & Hannah
KELLEHER Lynch and includes their children - my grandfather Dannie Lynch, and his sister
(Margaret (Peggy) Lynch and her husband Mickie Dan Lynch. (Margaret (Peggy) Lynch and
Mickie Dan Lynch are the parents of Denis & Kathleen QUILL Lynch who are the authors of
these appendices. (full summaries by them are in the rear of this book.) On the top row of this
chart is a reference to Denis born in 1943 and his marriage with Kathleen QUILL Lynch.
Appendix 2b (1870 - 2019 - present day)
This is essentially an expanded version of appendix 2a. In version 2b the authors start the
process of identifying the next generation - the children and grandchildren of the children of
Dan (Cumor) Lynch and Hannah KELLEHER Lynch. (a partial list - including yours truly and my
siblings and parents as well as the Macris clan etc.) (please forgive omissions - the Clonkeen
list is now several years old and many grand and great grandchildren have been born since.)
Appendix 3 (Early 19th century to the 1950’s approximately - re: The Kelleher family line)
As Denis and Kathleen state in their letter to me with regard to the Kelleher branch discussed
in appendix 3, “My grandmother Hannah Kelleher came from Cahireen, Clondrohid. She
married my grandfather Dan (Cumor) Lynch, Clonkeen, in approx. 1900. (see appendix 1,
column 3, appendix 2, column 1, appendix 3, column 3.) Hannah Kelleher was part of a
far - flung family, many of whom I have no account. However, there are many branches and
descendants of the Kelleher family living relatively locally”.
(Clonkeen, Kilkenny, in Co. Kerry and various townlands in County Cork) “Hannah Kelleher’s
grandfather was Andrias Kelleher who was probably born around 1810 -1820. He had five
children that I am aware of. (see Appendix 3, column 2) Hannah’s father was Sean Andrias
Kelleher and her mother was Julia Healy. They lived in Cahireen, Clondrohid, Macroom,
County Cork”.
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Appendix 15 (1894 - 2019 - present day
The Mikie Dan and Margaret (Peggy) Lynch line
Appendix 15 was provided in response to my asking for more details about Denis’s father
Michael (Mikie Dan) Lynch. Also discussed therein is my late cousin (once removed) Jerry
Lynch (Denis’ brother), and Jerry’s spouse Dale PARKHURST Lynch who survives Jerry.
Additionally charted are Jerry’s children and former wife. Also on this tree are Denis and
Kathleen Lynch’s own children. Margaret LYNCH Cronin and her brother Denis Lynch Jr. and
their spouses Tim Cronin & Aisling KIRWAN Lynch, all of who I have had the great pleasure of
getting to know a little over the years, when they visited my home in San Francisco and again
when Mike and I visited Ireland in 2012.
I have great gratitude for the constellation of family in Ireland that corresponded with my
mom Helen LYNCH Nicoletta when she was still alive, and who also hosted my dad the late
Salvatore Nicoletta on several of his trips to Ireland. This connection was Soul nourishing
to them and still is to me. The Ireland Lynches have traditionally hosted many visiting
family members from America over the decades and have always cherished them as family
even though separated by sea and season.

Clonkeen townland as folded into the published listing of the adjacent townland
of Droumavranka in Griffith’s Valuation for the area. Note the historical map is
cross-faded with the contemporary satellite map view. The orange colored lines
indicate the era specific boundaries as drawn in the mid-1800’s.
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Derrynasagart, Ballyvourney, Co. Cork and Clonkeen, Co. Kerry
Southwest Ireland - Lynch Family Tree - Appendix 1
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Southwest Ireland - Lynch Family Tree - Appendix 2a
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Southwest Ireland - Lynch Family Tree - Appendix 2b
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Southwest Ireland - Lynch Family Tree - Appendix 3
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Southwest Ireland - Lynch Family Tree - Appendix 15
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The road to Clonkeen in County Kerry using as a landmark, the town Church built by our
Ancestors in 1958. Our Lady of the Wayside Church in Clonkeen
(see Church commemorative booklet in rear section of this book)
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Satellite map showing (circled in red) the original farmhouse of the Clonkeen Lynches (where
Dannie Lynch was born at home) in proximity to Our Lady of the Wayside Church
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From the online database of The Lawrence Collection of glass plate negatives in the National Library of Ireland.
1870 - 1914. Young girl on the road in front of St. John’s Church, County Longford, Ireland.
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Dan Nicoletta’s short summary of the appendix of the Longford Lynch Family Tree
In an earlier draft of my essay for My Beautiful Aunt Joan I was lamenting about not having a proper
family tree for my grandmother Sarah Lynch’s side of our family. (The Longford Lynches). Though
much of the book was taken up with remembrance of my Grandmother Sarah Lynch who was a strong
presence in Joan’s story, something felt out of balance to me as I was getting ready to go to press.
I had included the beautiful hand drawn graphs of the family tree done by Denis and Kathleen Lynch
for Joan Macris’ paternal side (The Clonkeen Lynches), but a decent overview about the Longford
Lynches (Joan’s maternal side) was absent. This awakened me to the fact that I knew very little about
the ancestors of our family and I wanted to remedy that longing in my life and for posterity.
During this circuitous journey down the rabbit hole of genealogy, I felt as though my ancestors were
cheering me on. It meant postponing the printing of My Beautiful Aunt Joan, but the desire to get the
manuscript to a more balanced place became my raison d’être (reason to be).
Finding information on Sarah’s siblings and parents turned out to be quite a challenge, but with
the help of a few of our living elders and peers and some newly discovered descendants, we made
great progress. With each new layer of discovery, it seemed a brand - new layer of homework would
emerge, often as though guided by Divine directive from the Ancestors. I felt challenged and
invigorated by the discoveries and the newfound awareness of our family’s stories. Eventually I was
able to create and include a somewhat thorough graph of the family tree for the some of the Longford
side of the family. Thank you one and all who stepped up to this task!
Please note: the graph included herein of the Longford tree is an abbreviated version of the findings.
This version concentrates primarily on Joan Macris’s family line since this manuscript is centered on
her story (see the green colored highlight). There will be other more expanded charts in the future.
On this chart, there is also a yellow colored highlighted area that pertains to Joan’s Grandfather’s early
history (a first marriage and the birth of a child shortly after he emigrated to the US, (“to work on the
building of the Brooklyn Bridge” - circa 1883) The woman who married Patrick (they were each other’s
first spouse) passed away while giving birth to their child. Little is known about this moment, but we
do know that tragedy segued to the woman’s parents becoming the newborn female’s legal custodians.
As of this writing (2019) we don’t know the mother’s maiden name (or her family’s surname) - we only
know (via Sarah - via Joan, via the oral tradition) that this child who survived at birth was raised in the
Worcester - Boston area. Sarah often lamented never getting to meet and know her half - sister that lived
only a few hundred miles away from her.
I felt this was enough info to at least rough into the chart a partial reference to this branch of the family
in hopes of attracting new findings about these seemingly lost members of our family history.
Any project like this is always a work in progress and will continue to be refined as we go forward.
As always, I welcome additional input, and if needed, re - direction in the case of errors.
– Dan Nicoletta
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Longford Lynch Family Tree with focus on Joan LYNCH Macris family line

Griffith’s Valuation a 19th Century survey of land ownership in Ireland yields great insight into the nature of the
towns in Ireland during this era. (mid - 1800’s). Griffiths Valuation was originally commissioned to determine
liability for taxation targeted for disbursement to the poor residents of Ireland. The tax known as the poor rate
was “for the support of the poor and destitute within each Poor Law Union.”
Our Longford Lynches were listed in the 1901 & 1911 Irish censuses as living in the townland of Lechurragh.
Sadly though, what Griffith’s Valuation shows us by toggling between those beautiful hand drawn maps of that
era (now online) and the newer maps photographed from a satellite view, is that some towns like Lechurragh
have essentially vanished from the contemporary landscape. (see pages 28 & 29). From the satellite view there
are still a few households bordering Road 395 through Lechurragh just north of townlands Ballaghgowla and
Froghan, but by and large most of the former structures of Lechurragh appear to be gone, yielding to field and
forest and bog.
Fortunately, Lechurragh’s history is intertwined with both the well documented history of Coolamber Manor
Demesne in the adjacent townland Cloonshannagh and the history of the petite somewhat active townland of
Lisryan nearby, just north of Lechurragh. Interestingly, the vintage Lechurragh map from the survey shows there
was a Police Barrack in the town and what seems to be a brick kiln in a town square (perhaps suggesting
a somewhat communal aspect to the town, maybe the kiln was a shared resource for the baking of bread ?)
So hopefully sociological factors like these regarding how people lived their lives will continue to emerge
as I go forward with my research.
Renting families and some co - residents are listed in Griffith’s Valuation by the surnames of the heads of
household. The Griffith’s renter ledgers circa 1854 reports a Michael Lynch in the nearby townland of Kilfintan
and John Green in Lechurragh and a Patrick Green in Lisryan. I am confident there are other Griffith’s documents
connecting our families in nearby townlands, these are just a few cited here for context.
The Green family is definitely connected to the Lynches through the marriage of Patrick Lynch Sr. & Marcella
GREEN Lynch, (Joan’s Grandparents and my Great Grandparents) and we know through the verbal tradition (and
some supporting documents) that Marcella’s sisters were the United States sponsors of many of the Lechurragh
Lynch siblings who emigrated to America including my Grandmother Sarah and three of her brothers, Patrick Jr,
Joseph and Philip. As the story goes (via Joan, via Sarah and via Philip’s surviving children Mickey and Jimmy
Lynch) “Marcella and her sisters were descendants of well to do dry goods providers who emigrated to the
Longford region (maybe) from Scotland”. The Green family also likely had connections to Dublin, Ireland.
“A child of a best friend of Marcella’s (from Dublin) came to visit the family farm in Longford on a regular basis
throughout the years.”
We know through my 2nd cousin Grace MAHEDY Harris who visited Coolamber Manor in recent years that Sarah
Lynch’s sister Mary Ellen (Grace’s Grandmother) worked as a servant at Coolamber Manor (and had residence
there in a servant’s quarter called “the gate house”. (see page 39). So, it is safe to surmise and continue to
explore the possibilities that our family had some other connections to the history of the Manor and its
relationship to the region.
This idea is consistent with the reality that the landed gentry were often the predominant landlords of the towns
adjacent to a Manor, (In the case of Coolamber Manor - The Blackall Family et al). And indeed, the Blackalls were
the cited lessors to our families in the region, as verified in the few Griffith’s Valuations documents I have been
able to find so far. (Keep in mind that not all Lynches and all Greens are necessarily from the same blood lines).
In the Spirit of these ideas I have included some web entries about the history of Coolamber Manor and
Major Samuel Blackall and Longford during Blackall’s era (circa 1834). Another telling recent discovery was
that Samuel Blackall wrote a book in 1846 (Addressed to the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland) titled (Labour
on the land: containing a plan for the employment of the destitute poor on agricultural occupations; with
observations on the working of the present systems), cited here for simple context but also screaming to be
explored later by way of its lofty title).
Thankfully on these Griffith’s Valuation maps there are still markers leading to where the town of Lechurragh was
exactly, and the small town of Lisryan nearby even has a Bed & Breakfast Inn. It is a great comfort to know the
actual locations of where our Ancestors once lived their lives and dreamt their dreams. - Dan Nicoletta
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The road from Dublin to Coolamber Manor and Longford region
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Satellite views of Coolamber Manor and Longford region
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Griffith’s Valuation survey map of Lecchuragh (these 3 frames depict a slow fade from
the vintage maps to the contemporary satellite maps of the same region)
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Roads N 55 and N4 lead to the Coolamber Mansion
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From the ledger of Griffith’s Valuation documenting the naming of a townland based
on the meaning of the Gaelic words originally used to describe the townland.
(The Gaelic words usually referred to the topography and/or the plant life ot the locale).
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Coolamber Manor Demesne
Cloonshannagh or Coolamber Manor Demesne is in:
the Electoral Division of Coolamber,
in Civil Parish of Street,
in the Barony of Ardagh,
in the County of Longford
The Irish name for Cloonshannagh or Coolamber Manor Demesne is
Cluain Seannach nó Mainéar Chúil Amra
It is located at 53° 43’ 8” N, 7° 31’ 22” W.

Colonel Samuel Wesley Blackall
1809 - 1871
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Official Authorities, 1834, Co. Longford

County Gaol, Longford

http://www.from-ireland.net/official-authorities-1834-longford/

Inspector : Vance Williams, Esq.

Population
1821 : 107,570
1831 : 112,391
Constituency : 1,294
REPRESENTATIVES
Honorable George John (Forbes), Viscount Forbes,
eldest son of the Earl of Granard, a Major - General in the army.
Castle Forbes, Co. Longford
Anthony Lefroy, Esq., son of the Member for Dublin University
and Son - in - Law of Viscount Lorton,
84, Eaton Square, London, England
LORD LIEUTENANT
The Viscount Forbes. Castle Forbes, Count Longford
HIGH SHERIFF
Samuel Blackhall, jun., Esq., of Corlamber
CUSTOS ROTULORUM
The Viscount Forbes
DEPUTY LIEUTENANTS
Sir George Ralph Fetherson, Bard. Ardagh
Richard Fox, Esq.
Lovell Edgeworth, Esq., Edgeworthstown
Anthony Lefroy, Esq., M.P.
Major Alexander Bond, Ardglass
Thomas Achmuty, Esq., Brianstown
John Thompson, Esq., Clonfinn
Edward O’Farrell, Esq.
Moylneux Shouldham, Esq., Ballymahon
James Barber, Esq., Mossvale
ASSISTANT BARRISTER
George French, Esq., K.C., 8, Mountjoy square, West
(see next column for other Magistrates)
Militia Staff, stationed at Newtown-Forbes
Colonel : Viscount Forbes
Adjutant : William Walker, Esq.
Agent : ….. Atkinson
Clerk of the Crown : A. H. C. Pollock, Esq.
Deputy Clerk of the Crown : Thomas Gibbs, Esq.,
119 Stephen’s Green, West.
Clerk of the Peace : John Verschoyle Crawford, Esq.,
Newtown  -  Forbes
Deputy Clerk of the Peace : Mr. James Tiernan
Treasurer : John R. Robinson, jun. Esq.,
Park - place, Ballymahon
Secretary to the Grand Jury : James Geoffroy, Esq,
Edgeworthstown
Sub-Sheriff : Robert Wilson, Esq., Longford
Returning Officer : Mr. Jackson, Seal-Office, Exchequer
Coroner - None
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Chaplain : Rev. Alexander Hudson
Roman Catholic Chaplain : Rev. James Lyons
Presbyterian Chaplain : Rev. Thomas Kennedy
Surgeon : George Peacock, Esq.
Governor : Mr. Ulysses North
Distributer of Stamps : A. Bell, Edgeworthstown
COMMISSIONERS OF AFFADAVITS
J. Farrell, Ch., K.C.E., & special Bail C., Loughill
Simon Flood, K.C., Corina
J. B. McClelland, Ch., K.C.E., Longford
C. Reynolds, special bail K.C., & Master-Ex. Ch., Longford
Thomas Tuite, Ch., K.C.E.
Charles Gordon Webb, E.
Jacob Wiggins, Ch. K.C., Moatavally
Magistrates
Surname & Name

Title

Address

George
George John
Thomas
Achmuty Thomas
Arbuthnot Thomas
Baker James
Barber James
Bell Andrew, jun.
Bell Andrew, Sen.
Bond Alex. Perry
Crawford George
Crofton James
Davis William
Dopping John
Edgeworth Lovell
Fetherston George Ralph
Fetherston H. John, jun.
Fetherston H. John, sen.
Fox Barry
Fox Richard
Galbraith William Lloyd
Graham Richard
Harvey John
Hinds Richard
Kingston Arthur J.
Lennon Thomas
McEvoy James
Moffett James
Nesbitt Francis
Nugent Edward John
O’Donoughue Dan.
Osborne Daniel Toler
Pollock Hugh
Robinson Christopher
Robinson John
Skipton Valesius
Slater Bevan Coates
Stafford Hugh
Thompson John
Thompson William
Walker William
Warburton George
Webb Richard
White Luke
Wills John
Wilson Edward
Young Richard

Earl of Granard
Viscount Forbes
Earl of Longford
Esq.
Sir, Major General
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Rev.
Sir, Bart
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Sir, Bart
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Sir, Knt., (Inspector General Police)
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Rev.
Esq.
Esq.
Major (Police Magistrate)
Major-General (Police Magistrate)
Esq.
Rev.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Captain
Major (Inspector General of Police)
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.
Esq.

Not given
Castle Forbes, Newtown-Forbes
Not given
Brianstown
Not given
Granard
Mossvale, Granard
Creevy
Creevy, Granard
Ardglass, Rathowen
St. Anne’s, Newtownforbes
Longford House, Collony
Newpark, Lanesborough
Derrycassin, Granard
Edgeworthstown
Ardagh
Not given
Not given
Fox-hall, Colerhill
Not given
Currygrace, Edgeworthstown
Ballymahon
Not given
New-grove, Granard
Mosstown
Colehill
Not given
Ballymahon
Not given
Not given
Not given
Not given
Castlewilder, Colehill
Granard
Lisglassic, Ballymahon
Spring-hill, Longford
Clynaw, Colehill
Not given
Clonfinn, Granard
Not given
Longford
Not given
Lisryan, Granard
Not given
Not given
Not given
Not given
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THE BLACKALLS WERE MAJOR LANDOWNERS IN COUNTY LONGFORD, WITH 4,643 ACRES
MAJOR ROBERT BLACKALL (d 1840), of the East India Company, was father of SAMUEL WENSLEY
BLACKALL (1809  - 71), High Sheriff of County Longford, 1833, Colonel, Royal Longford Militia, MP for
Longford, 1847- 50, Governor of Queensland, 1868 - 71, who married firstly, in 1833, Catherine Bowles;
and secondly, in 1848, Catherine Bond, by whom he had issue, ADELAIDE BLACKALL, who wedded, in
1864, Captain the Hon Ernest Grey Lambton Cochrane, son of the 10th Earl of Dundonald, though she
died several weeks later.
COOLAMBER MANOR, near Lisryan, County Longford, is said to be the finest country house of its era
and type in County Longford.
It is built in a late-Georgian/Regency classical idiom, and retains its early form, character and the
majority of its early fabric despite the construction of a number of modern extensions to the rear.
The giant order pilasters between the bays of the two main façades, along with the very prominent eaves
cornice and blocking course, lend this building a distinctive appearance that is reminiscent of a
contemporary seaside villa.
The giant pilasters add interest to the main façade, creating a stepped profile that gives this façade a
robust but surprising delicate architectural character.
The full - height three - bay bow to the east elevation is another interesting architectural element that helps
to add further visual impact when approaching the building along the main avenue, and creates an
imposing and handsome silhouette in the landscape.
The plan of the house is quite unusual, with the stair hall to one side of the building (west), which is lit
by an enormous round - headed window opening with tripartite timber sash windows.
The house also retains many notable features and materials that enhance the building, including
timber sash windows and cut limestone steps with ornate cast - iron railings to the entrance.
Coolamber Manor was built to designs by the eminent architect John Hargrave, who worked extensively
in County Longford during the 1820s.
The house was built for Colonel Samuel Wesley Blackall (1809 - 71), though may have replaced an
earlier house associated with the Blackalls (Major Robert Blackall, 1764 - 1855, father of the above, lived
in Longford in the late -18th century).
Coolamber subsequently became the home of the Stanley family (Burroughs Stanley in 1894);
and thereafter the Wingfield s.
It was sold circa 1960 and was in use as a rehabilitation centre until recently.
Extending to 15,255 square feet, the manor house is a three - bay, two - storey over basement residence,
built in the late Georgian/Regency period.
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Adding to its distinctive appearance, the house retains many of its original features that include timber
sash windows, cut limestone steps, and ornate cast-iron railings.
Accommodation comprises four reception rooms, a large commercial kitchen and bakery, two gyms,
billiards - room, two shower rooms and fourteen bedrooms.
Accessed through an arch, the two cut stone courtyards have been well maintained over the years and
are in excellent condition.
These have been fully converted to include four training rooms, a number of two - bedroom apartments,
laundry room, stables, tack room, and some lofted stores.
Adjoining these is the farmyard which features a number of slatted and loose - bedded sheds, silage
slabs, a disused dairy, and hay sheds.
There are also two other bungalow residences on the property, both of which have their own access.
The present estate includes good stables and 157 acres.
It stands on its original splendour, to the front of Coolamber Wood, adorned by landscaped lawns and
gardens, and a well kept farmyard.
n

Coolamber Manor under construction - tour by the new owners for the Mahedy Family,
photo by Grace MAHEDY Harris, 2016
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I’ve been fascinated by the history of Coolamber Manor ever since I discovered my Great Aunt Mary
Ellen LYNCH Mahedy was (in her youth) a servant there. Following is a recent discovery excerpted from
the new-ish website of Coolamber Garden by Ann Marie Durkin (written circa 2019). In Ann Marie’s intro
to the workshops she discusses the ongoing day long series of workshops in all things gardening and plant
cultivation. The website is also home to a stunning ongoing photo documentation of the unfolding
renovation of the Manor and life there today.
https://www.coolambergarden.com/
https://www.insta.com/coolambergarden/
“Our day long workshops will take place in the outbuildings of the Historic Coolamber House,
Lismacaffrey, County Wesmeath. At the heart of everything that we do is our passion in making your day
here as enjoyable and educational as possible.

The House was built in the early 1800’s and has a very rich and interesting history. It was originally owned
by the O’ Reilly family. Percy Philip O’Reilly was an Olympic Polo player and was part of the team
that won Silver for Ireland in the 1908 Olympics.

In 1947 - 2000 it became home to a member of the Royal family of Saxony. Prince Ernest & Princess Virginia.

Three years ago, we undertook the massive project of restoring Coolamber house and Gardens to their
former glory. We appreciate that you will understand that the gardens are in their infancy and this is a
long - term project.

We are lucky to be able to call this magical place home and we look forward to meeting you at Coolamber
and have you see and be part of our journey! - Ann Marie Durkin”
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Stables and other grounds of Coolamber Manor, (Survey # 13401520),
photos from The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage of Ireland, (“A Complex of single - and two - storey
stables and outbuildings built c. 1830 and extended c. 1880”)
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middle photos: “Detached single - storey curvilinear green house. Constructed of small glass panes set in
wrought - iron superstructure”, bottom left: “Detached five - bay single - storey outbuilding and worker’s
accommodation” (rear view), bottom right: “view of walled garden from north”.
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Mahedy family tour of the “gate house” where staff servant Mary (Ellen) Lynch
resided at Coolamber Manor,
photos by Grace MAHEDY Harris, 2016
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Sarah Lynch and children on Christmas Day,1950,
l to r: (rear) Joan, Danny, (front) Mary and Rosemarie,
photo by Helen Lynch
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Oral history of Joan LYNCH Macris
by Daniel Nicoletta
7/11/2001
[Begin Tape 1]
Interviewer:
		
		

So, Aunt Joan, why don’t you begin at the beginning, and tell us where you 			
were from and then just do free  - form narrative from there until I ask you 			
a specific question  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Okay. I was born on November 21st, 1931, in Brooklyn, New York.
I think it was Coney Island Heights Hospital. At the time we lived on Ocean 		
Avenue in Brighton Beach, which was down the road from Coney Island.

		
		
		
		

And we moved into the Bronx I think a couple of years after I was born.
I don’t exactly know for sure. But two years later my sister Helen Lynch
Nicoletta was born on October 31, 1933. And she is the mother of Danny 			
Nicoletta, who is conducting the interview.

		
		
		
		

And after that, two years later, came our brother, Daniel. We were so little we 		
couldn’t pronounce Danny, so we called him “Brother”. So how we did this,
I don’t know, because Brother is a little harder to pronounce than Danny. 			
And to this day, he’s now 63, I think, we still call him Brother.

Interviewer

Tell us what day and month and year Danny was born.

Joan Macris
		
		
		

Oh, that’s right. Danny was born on December 6th, 1935. Then in 1938 Mary 		
Elizabeth was born. She was born on June 10th, 1938. We called her Maudie. 		
And then I guess in 1945, July 2nd, the youngest, the baby, Rosemarie, was 			
born. And that completed the family.

		Annotation by Joan upon review of first draft: I believe that Daniel, Helen and 		
		
Mary were born in the Bronx and Baptized at St. Luke’s Church. Rosemarie was 		
		
born in Washington Heights in Jewish Memorial Hospital. And Baptized in St. 		
		
Elizabeth’s Church in the Heights.
Interviewer

And tell us who these lovely children were born to.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

To Sarah and Daniel Lynch, who came to -- now I’m kind of foggy on these 			
dates. But I think my father was born in Kerry, Ireland -- he was May 7th, I 			
think, 1903. And my mother was born in the eastern part. Sarah Lynch, who 		
was no relation, just kind of a distant cousin, was born in the eastern/central
part of Ireland, county Wesmeath, which is near Dublin, June the 9th, 1905.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

And they both came to the United States in the 1920s. I think Dad came when 		
he was 21, which would make him here in probably around 1924 or 1925. He 		
may have come through Ellis Island. Mom came when she was 21, around 			
1926 or 1927. She did all her paperwork before she arrived so she did 			
not go through Ellis Island. Her parents wer very careful with their 				
daughter - they booked her to sail Second Class, she was put under the guardianship
of her three brothers because my grandmother was convinced that in a big city like 		
New York there were white slavers ready to grab her the minute she got off the boat.
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Joan Macris
They met and they got married in 1929, just before the stock market crash of 1929.
		
They settled in Brooklyn where I was born but I think they were already in the Bronx
		
when Helen arrived.
		

Dannie and Sarah and Rosemarie Lynch,
circa 1950
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Joan Macris
		
		

So here we were living on 138th Street in St. Lukes Parish. At the time this was 		
an Irish enclave. We had a lot of fun. It was the Depression and everyone was 		
broke but we had music, a lot of jokes and I thought it was a great time.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

So with a few years in Manhattan, I think, or else maybe it was Brooklyn and 		
they just went right to the Bronx, which was an Irish enclave at the time, over 		
in the eastern section. Let’s see maybe around St. Luke’s Parish, 138th Street. 		
And I remember a lot of things at that time. It was a lot of fun, even though we 		
were in the very deep depths of the Depression at that time.

		
		
		
		

I remember a lot of people coming to the house all the time. A lot of music, 		
because Dad played the accordion with his friends. They used to have jam
sessions. And there’s nothing like having someone playing bagpipes in an
apartment in New York City.

Interviewer

What was your age at that time  ?

Joan Macris

I was about six.

Interviewer

But you remember it  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

I think I had an ear right then for music. Because when anybody would come 		
to the house to play, and I knew they were coming, I was not moving any place. 		
I was there, right in the middle of it. Then when I was about five or six, I started 		
picking up some of the tunes, or tried playing the accordion.

		
		

And Helen did the same thing. Helen, Danny’s mom, was really into the
dancing. And she was really good at it, picking it up.

Interviewer

The Irish jig  ?

Joan Macris
		

Pretty much. It was kind of like a type of thing where somebody would just do 		
something. It was pretty darn entertaining, I must say.

		
		
		

And then we always had people staying at the house, because people would be 		
dumped out of their apartments, they’d lose their jobs, they had no place to go. 		
So we always had somebody sleeping on the couch.

Interviewer
		

Where would these associates be from ? Grandpa’s work ? Or from friends that 		
he knew ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, our mother didn’t have very many people here. She had her family here. 		
She had her brothers and her in-laws. But my father had a whole crowd of 			
friends that had literally moved en masse from their part of Ireland over here. 		
And just practically settled around each other in the Bronx. So my mother fit right
in with them. They were part of the crowd. They were mostly my dad’s friends.

Interviewer
		

When you say he moved them from there, do you mean he wrote them in Ireland 		
and encouraged them to come to America ?

Joan Macris

No, some of them were already here.

Interviewer

But you sort of indicated that he encouraged people to move here ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

So that would usually be done through mail correspondence ?

Joan Macris

Yes, you know, somebody would say, if you come over here, I’ll help you.

Interviewer

Put you up ?

Joan Macris

Yes, you can stay with me until you get a job.

Interviewer

And they did ?

Joan Macris

And they did.

Interviewer

By the droves ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Oh, yeah, by the droves. There was always an open house. And it was good. These
are nice people. Lots of fun. And some of them were just beautiful musicians,
especially a couple, there was John Sweeney and his wife *. At the time they were
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Joan Macris
		
		
		

going together, they weren’t married yet. In fact, John was in the army during the war.
Saw action overseas. And then when he came back they got married. But when 		
he and his then-girlfriend Kathleen would come over, and they would pick up 		
their violins, and that was it as far as I was concerned. I wasn’t going anywhere.

Joan Macris
		

They played beautifully. As far as I was concerned, they could have played in Carnegie
Hall. (* see pages 148 -149)

Interviewer

When did you start singing ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, when I started school, I had problems with speech, a speech impediment. And
the teachers there were trying to find a way to get me to participate in the classroom.
They hit on, can you sing  ? And that’s how they kind of pulled me out of it. Because
that’s when I realized I could sing. Never really gave thought to it. I sang at home, but
that was nothing, because everybody else did too.

		
		

So I started with that. And it cleared up my speech patterns, it gave me something that
I knew was uniquely mine.

Interviewer

What level of school were you in then ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

First grade. Didn’t have kindergarten in those days. But they also had a very good
program in the schools, even then, with the Depression. Children with troubles, which
I had, they would take them aside and kind of work with them privately. And then put
them right back in the classroom again. So mixing kids in that have problems with 		
the regular classroom is nothing new.

Interviewer

And your troubles being your speech impediment ?

Joan Macris
		

Yes. I had a stutter. I was a very nervous kid. So they kind of worked with me on that,
and they did manage to work it out.

Interviewer

This is the same neighborhood ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

Do you remember the name of the school ?

Joan Macris

I don’t remember the name of the school.

Interviewer

What is the next neighborhood ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Well, we moved in the Bronx. I think we stayed in the Bronx pretty much for awhile,
and then we moved into Harlem, because my parents wanted us to go to Catholic 		
School. And the Catholic school was very nice. I liked it.

Interviewer

Do you remember what year you entered Catholic school, or what grade level ?

Joan Macris

Second.

Interviewer

Oh, right. Soon after.

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

So they started, Grandma and Grandpa, started to establish themselves a little better  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

They worked at it. It was very hard because of the Depression. Dad had gone from
being a -- he had been like an installer, not a phone installer. He used to go 		
up and take care of the wires up on the poles, the telephone company. But he 		
had a nice job. And of course when the Depression came they laid off so many 		
people. He was one of them. He went from that to being a porter in a hotel.

Interviewer

How long did he do that  ?

Joan Macris
		

I don’t know, for years. He did other jobs, too, that my grandmother wouldn’t let him
keep, like working in a slaughterhouse.

Interviewer

Which hotels was he a porter at  ?

Joan Macris

One of the fancy ones. I can’t remember that either.

Interviewer

So she didn’t like him being in a slaughterhouse  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

No. She didn’t like it even when he got a job washing windows, working for
a window-washing company where he’d have to go up on the skyscrapers. And when
she heard that, she said, no way.

		
		
		
		
		

So we had a very bad time of it. I guess we were living at home then. Dad woke up
one night, and he couldn’t bend his leg. His leg was straightened out, and he couldn’t
bend it. It was from an old football injury. So he was taken out in the middle of the
night to the hospital, which happened to be the hospital for joint disease, which was
a couple of blocks away. Perfect place for him to be with that problem.

		
But we were without any kind of sponsors. We had nothing come in for nine months.
		
No such thing as workman’s compensation. So we had to go on welfare for about nine
		
months. And it was through that we had a social worker that came in, she was a young
		
girl who had just gotten out of college. And she said, I don’t like where you’re living.
		
Went over and got us another apartment. Put the money down out of her
		own pocket.
		
		

And also, with this apartment with the superintendent’s job, taking care of the building.
Voila. That’s when our luck turned.

Interviewer

And which apartment and which neighborhood was that  ?

Joan Macris
		

This was in Harlem, but it was about three blocks away. Cute little building, with 		
maybe 12 apartments in it. And we had a very nice landlord.

Interviewer

What year was this ? Just to give a sense of what era in Harlem we are talking about.

Joan Macris

Let me think. 1940. Because we were there when World War II broke out.

Interviewer

That was what year ?
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Joan Macris
		
		
		

1941. Well, I was on the street, December 7th, I was playing downstairs on the street,
and I heard the newspaper boy, you know how in those days you heard the news from
the newspaper boy saying, I don’t know, there was something they used to say,
“Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.” And I was saying, what  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

There was a certain thing they said. And I ran upstairs, and I said, what’s going 		
on ? Because I was about nine then I guess. And the radio was on. And that’s when
I heard the news.

Interviewer
		

So you could feel that something was up, because a nine year old wouldn’t necessarily
understanding what the war was ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, at that age I was already reading the newspapers. I had a program in school 		
where, they really kind of leaned on me about reading. And Grandma was very 		
good about it. The school told her to work with me to read the labels on the cans
in the grocery stores, to read the labels in the subway trains, which she did, and I did.
And then when I started, I really galloped. I was reading ahead of myself.

Interviewer

That’s what mom always said, that you loved your books...

Joan Macris

Oh my did I... she was no slouch either, I’ll tell ya that.

Interviewer

So mom wasn’t born at this point ?

Joan Macris

Oh, yes, she was about seven.

Interviewer

That’s true, she was only about two years younger.

Joan Macris
		
		
		

She was about seven. Danny was about five. I think Mary was just a baby then. Rosie
hadn’t been born yet. But I think it was because I had already read about the Nazi
invasion going over into Poland in 1939. And listening to what was being said at 		
home, too. I picked up a lot there.

Interviewer

What did they say ? What was the buzz in the family ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

The buzz in the family was, hope to God nothing happens to Ireland. We were
worried about the people living there, about the rest of the world, what was going to
happen. Could they invade the United States ? So that was kind of a touchy period 		
there. It was kind of scary. Air raid sirens, going off at night, not being sure if it’s just
a test or is it the real thing.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

And I thought it was great fun, you know, leaning out the window and watching
the lights go off. In fact, this was when we moved to Washington Heights, in 1943,
I was about 11 then, 11 or 12 -- 11, Dad was the air raid warden for the street. 		
And he’d go down on the street at night. That meant that everybody had to have their
lights out. Or if you had your lights on, you had to have your drapes in front of your
windows. And he’d be -- we had a senior air raid warden that used to stand right down
underneath the light down below window. And one night my sister, your mother and
I leaned out the window and we spit on his head.

Interviewer

Why ?

Joan Macris

We got in big trouble.

Interviewer

You got caught for it, you got busted.

Joan Macris
		

He came up and complained. But it was irresistible. Because he was standing down
underneath the streetlight. And he had this bald head. And the bald head was
gleaming in the light.

Interviewer

And this is a 9-year-old and a 7-year-old girl hocking a loogie on top of his head.

Joan Macris

We did.

Interviewer
		

Now what is an air raid warden ? What is the purpose of a person monitoring an air
raid ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Well, not so much that. He was the captain of the district. And then they had the other
people like my father and other people they appointed. The idea was to make sure that
everybody kept their lights out.

		
If I remember that it was just simply to make sure people complied with the rules, to
		
make sure your lights were dark, or you had your curtains drawn, so that no light 		
		
shines out. And then the light, the last thing to go off, after the air raid sirens went on,
		
the last thing to go off were the street lights. Everything else was battened down before
		then.
Interviewer

They didn’t want the bombers to see the city from the air ?

Joan Macris

Yes, that was it. So in a way it was funny, so in a way it was scary.

Interviewer

So the air raid warden would go around to households that hadn’t complied ?

Joan Macris

Yes. “Hey, close your windows. Get those drapes closed.”

Interviewer

Was it an official position ? Or was it just sort of a community...

Joan Macris

It was voluntary.

Interviewer
		
		

Did he have a formal relationship with a bureaucratic ring, or did people just do it as a
sense of community, out of a sense of community ? Was there a sort of official aspect
to it ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

I think for the captain of the district, there was. But for the rest, you know, it was
volunteers like my father. Being he was superintendent of the building, I guess any		
body else who was doing that type of job, it was their job to make sure the
tenants complied with what was supposed to be done. And then they would -- you
know and so we did it... and to me, I thought it was fun. I never stopped to think why
they were doing it. Except maybe once in awhile it would get through to me that God
forbid what if something does fall on top of us here. Yes, how far removed are we from
Europe ? Are we far enough away so we would be out of this ?

Interviewer

What was your sense of that in reality ? What did you think ?
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Joan Macris

I thought we were.

Interviewer

You thought you were sort of safe.

Joan Macris

Yes. So maybe that’s the fun that I thought was there.

Interviewer

Did you ever have a sense of how the American Government worked ?

Joan Macris
No I don’t think I really did... at that time the Army, the Navy, was pretty much not a
		
priority with the government. I guess they were too busy finding money trying to get
		
people back to work. I think they were doing more social programs than they were
		doing with the Army. We were really caught short, because we had nothing to go back
		
with. But it didn’t take long for this country to really fire up.
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Interviewer

Was grandma working ?

Joan Macris

She was home, but she used to work on and off.

Interviewer

What did she do  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

At this time I think she was pretty much at home. But she always did something like
cleaning houses or whatever she could get. That wouldn’t keep her out of the house for
long, so she could be home with us.

Interviewer

Did she leave you guys behind with nobody to baby - sit ?

Joan Macris

No. That’s why I think she was pretty much at home. They wouldn’t leave us alone.

Interviewer

They were very protective ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Oh, yes. I don’t think I ever remember us being on our own. Maybe a friend of theirs
would come over and baby - sit for us. And that was usually if they went out, which
was very rarely.

Interviewer
		

Do you remember any sense of the Harlem night life  ? I guess in the Depression that
kind of took a nose - dive.

Joan Macris

No, but I do remember, it was pretty much a balanced community of black and white,
living pretty well together.

Interviewer

The whites being comprised of what ethnicity ?

Joan Macris

Not really, it was pretty much of a blend.

Interviewer
		

No, but do you know what kind of ethnicity was there ? Was it a lot of Irish ? Or was it
a little bit of everything ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

There were a lot of Irish. We were on the East side of Park Avenue, which I think splits
Harlem in half. Park Avenue from where we were down to like Lexington to First was
the East. Then going across Park on the west side up to, gee I don’t remember, up
towards Broadway, was more or West Harlem. And we were in the east part of Harlem.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

At that time where we were (large parts of Irish) - actually it was pretty much 		
white on the street. But the next block over was black. Then of course you had 		
125th Street which was a big, a thriving, bustling area. They had stores all over 		
the place, and they had movie theaters. And of course they had the Apollo Theater,
which is still there. The only thing I remember is movie theaters. There’s not much else
I took in.

Interviewer

What movies did you see  ?

Joan Macris

Gone with the Wind.

Interviewer

Do you remember, how did that impact you  ?

Joan Macris
		

I loved it. And I said, I think I have to read the book, after I saw the movie. Usually it’s
the other way around: I read the book and then see the movie.

Interviewer

And did you  ?

Joan Macris

I did.

Interviewer

What did you think of the book ?

Joan Macris
		

To me it was the history of the Civil War that I liked. It was kind of putting it down to
realism about the suffering of people in the world.

Interviewer

What age were you ? [inaudible]

Joan Macris

I think I was about 10. Yes, I was, I guess I was ahead.

Interviewer

Yes, quite.

Joan Macris
		
		

I would see a book I liked and picked it up. It never occurred to me that it might be -and sometimes maybe I didn’t really understand it. And I would pick it up at one age,
and then maybe go back two or three years later and pick it up.

		

Now Gone with the Wind, I think I’ve seen that movie five times.

Interviewer
		
		

I can remember really struggling through Edgar Allan Poe, but knowing that I needed to
read him, and knowing that I didn’t quite understand it, but that at some point I would
reread this and understand it.

Joan Macris

Yep.

Interviewer

So I pushed through.

Joan Macris
		
		

Gone with the Wind brought home to me how bad war really is. Regardless of where it
is. And that really set my mind to thinking, even then, I guess kids at that age take in a
lot more than people think they do.

Interviewer

Because you were surrounded by war.

Joan Macris

Yes, all the time, everyday.
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Interviewer

And then through most of your adult life.

Joan Macris
		
		

World War II, and then there was the Cold War after that. There was the Korean War in
1950. Some of the kids who went to school with me went there. And some of them
didn’t come back. And then after that there was the Vietnam War.

Interviewer
		

So let’s backtrack a little bit to your next neighborhood. Where did you guys go after
Harlem  ?

Joan Macris

We went up to Washington Heights.

Interviewer

Which is 188 ? Was that 188 ?

Joan Macris
		

Not actually. We went to 175th Street. Audubon Avenue and 175th Street first. I was
about 11 or 12. We went to the Incarnation School.

Interviewer

Catholic School ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

How big was it ?

Joan Macris

Good sized. Lot of kids.

Interviewer

[inaudible]

Joan Macris
		

In those days, you could choose your school. Because the public schools were just as
good as the Catholic schools. The class sizes ? 30.

Interviewer

but how many classes with 30, like what’s the total count ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, sometimes in the public schools they had two or three classes, like two or three
fifth grades. They had a lot of kids coming in from Eastern Europe, like Poland. A lot
of people from Germany. A lot of German Jewish people lived in Washington Heights.
Which opened up a whole new avenue for all of us. People from like Hungary, Poland,
Germany, all heavily Jewish because of what was going on.

		
		
		
		
		

But it opened up a whole new world to us. I saw first hand the Jewish religion. I never
knew that you had to turn the lights off on Friday nights, and you couldn’t put them
on again. Actually, a Jewish person couldn’t do it; it had to be a gentile. Which fell
to your mother or me. Either one of us, on a Friday night, would put the lights off for
our Jewish neighbors.

Interviewer

Where, in the hallway ?

Joan Macris

No, in their homes.

Interviewer

In their homes.

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

What’s the tradition ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Well, the tradition is that for the Orthodox Jewish people, when the sun goes down 		
on Friday nights, you’re not allowed -- you cannot turn off the lights, you cannot 		
turn off the stove. So someone else who is non - Jewish can still do it for 			
them. And then when sundown comes on Saturday night, they’re allowed to turn the
lights on themselves, and turn the stove on themselves. In other words, I guess they
can’t do any kind of labor. They have to really go to the synagogue, and they have to
more or less contemplate. So that to me was great. Something new.

Interviewer
And you guys were being raised Catholic. So it was a diversion from what you were
		being taught.
Joan Macris

Oh, yes.

Interviewer

Talk about your Catholic upbringing, what do you remember about that ?

Joan Macris

I remember it being strict.

Interviewer

You were in Catholic school by this point, approximately what grade ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

I guess when we got up to Incarnation, I was in the 4th grade and Helen was in the
second. And the thing of it is that I thought it was too strict. It was not exactly the 		
place for me. I liked to be in public schools. But my parents wouldn’t hear of 		
it. Finally, I know, when we moved further up in the heights, up to 191st Street, 		
and Wadsworth Avenue, they had to put us in public school, because they couldn’t get
us in Catholic School. And I was happy, hooray.

Interviewer

And what was the reason for not being able to get you into Catholic school ?

Joan Macris

They just didn’t have enough room.

		
		

Yes, in those days they didn’t have tuition. You could put your kids into Catholic 		
School, and the parish would support it. But they only could support so many kids.

Interviewer
		

And this was both grandma and grandpa’s wishes ? They were both practicing
Catholics ?

Joan Macris
		

It was nothing to see my father say the rosary whenever he could, when he wasn’t busy
with something, he’d have the beads out.

Interviewer

And what about church on Sunday ?

Joan Macris

Oh, every Sunday.

Interviewer

The whole family ?

Joan Macris

The whole family.

Interviewer

Dress up or no ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Oh yes. We had our hats on and our gloves and our frilly dresses. I remember 		
one time when your mother and I, we were small then. And my mother was busy
trying to get five of us dressed, or four of us dressed, and ready for church.			
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Joan Macris
		
		
		

And my father would get dressed and he’d go out and he’d say, are you ready yet  ? It
didn’t occur to him to help. So my mother looked around, and she missed Helen and
me, where are they ? Of course the search was on. Where did they go ? We were up
on the roof looking over the edge. We were in deep trouble on that one.

Interviewer

Did you get corporal punishment for that ?

Joan Macris

We got corporal punishment all right.

Interviewer

From both, or from --

Joan Macris
		

From my mother. We were up there on the roof. We weren’t supposed to be there.
The second thing is, we got our clothes ruined from the hot tar.

Interviewer

Those clothes probably didn’t come cheaply either.

Joan Macris
		

They didn’t. And they weren’t loaded with money. Don’t worry we didn’t go to the
roof any more, that was for darn sure.

Interviewer

Was grandpa no longer a super at this point because you moved out of that ?

Joan Macris

Oh, no.

Interviewer
		

Oh he continued to be a super ? (Superintendant of the building in which they
resided - a kind of building manager)

Joan Macris
		
		

Oh, yes, we were supers... well yeah he was always looking for a job. He was always
looking for a full time job and wanted to go out on the railroad and he just kept on
putting applications in. If he had friends...

[End Side A, Tape 1 / Begin Side B]
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Interviewer
		
		
		
		

When we were on the break you mentioned that you and my mom had a long history
of getting in trouble. So maybe you could use that as your point of departure, kind of
keeping it approximately where we are on the timeline, living in that same neighbor
hood, or the next neighborhood that you moved to, what’s another situation where you
and my mom and got into deep water ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, we didn’t really -- I can’t remember some of the -- I remember your mother, when
we had Hungarian neighbors across the alleyway, Mr. and Mrs. Nagy and their kids.
And somehow we got into a summer camp with them. It was like a Bible camp. They
were Protestant. I think they -- I’m not sure what their religion was then. It was
actually a Protestant Hungarian church down there in Harlem.

		
		
		
		

So going down on the bus there was nothing new for us, because we knew the
neighborhood. And in those days you could let kids go on a bus, and not be afraid.
So we would go down there. And it was fun, singing and all, getting along, hanging
around with other kids, and it was different.

Joan Macris
		

Well, your mother got into a Hungarian play. She did. She learned to sing songs in
Hungarian, and she got Mary into it. I have pictures, I’m going to dig them out for you,

Joan Macris
of the two of them in the Hungarian costumes. They looked so cute. They were in it.
		
The Nagy children were in it. And I don’t know if some of the other kids were in the
		neighborhood.
		
Now, this is Irishmen down in the Hungarian church. We all went, the whole
		
neighborhood went to the performance, on the bus, down to see the play on 125th 		
		
street in Manhattan on a summer night, at the end of the summer. And it was 		
		great.
		
And we all got back on the bus, or was it a trolley then, I can’t remember. It might 		
		
have been a trolley then. Came back up to Washington Heights. And this a 		
		
good hour ride. So this is another thing now that I remember it. We were sent home.
		
The grownups went out to have a couple of drinks, or they went out to a restaurant.
		
And by that time I was about 12. I figured I was well able to take care of the rest of the
		kids.
		
		
		

We were in the house. There was Helen and myself. I was 12, Helen was 10, Danny
was about 8, Mary was little. But we had all been down there. And I don’t know if
Rosie was born yet, but even if she was, she was probably a baby.

		
And we were in the apartment, and we were in the basement. Which was in the 		
		
Heights the basement - it was up high, so it wasn’t really like a basement. And we 		
		
were sitting in the living room. It was Helen and I. The other kids were sleeping. And
		
we were playing something, a board game, I can’t remember what it was. We always
		
played cards. We always played board games. We did puzzles. We were always into
		somthing.
		
		
		
		
		
		

And she whispered to me, she said, Joanie, there’s somebody looking in the window at
us. I said, Helen, don’t say anything, don’t even let on. But lets get up off our chairs,
and find out what’s going on. Which we did. We had no telephone in the house. So
we went to the window, and I said, look we’ll station ourselves one on each side of
the window and we said, “get the hell out of here or you’re going to get your head 		
smashed in.” So whoever it was then took off. We could hear the running in the street.

Interviewer

You’re kidding ? There really was somebody looking in the window ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Yes, there really was somebody looking in the window. That really was frightening, I’m
telling you. So the two of us, that was it. There was no way to get in touch with any
body. So we just got up. Until everybody came home. So that was one scare we had.

		
		

Another time, was at the end of the war, I guess it was around the end of 1945. My
uncle, this is the same man that played violin, came home from the Army.

Interviewer

Which uncle ?

Joan Macris
		

John Sweeney. Actually, he was a friend of the family, he was a friend of my father’s.
From Ireland, same area.

Interviewer

But you used to call him Uncle John.
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Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Oh, yes, we called all of the dear friends uncle or aunt. We weren’t allowed to use 		
their first names without something in front of it. And we were there, that same thing
again, we were in the apartment, Helen and I. Same thing again, we were just 		
kind of reading, or we were playing a board game or card game or something. And
Helen said, I smell something burning. And a lot of times, she’d kid me and say, oh I
smell something burning. Oh, this is going on, that’s going on. And I’d say, yeah, sure,
Helen. But then I sniffed, and she was right.

On the outside in the basement, Dad had a storage room, and we weren’t allowed in
		
there. That’s where he kept his tools. And that’s also where some of the tenants stored
		
some of their furniture. There was smoke coming out of the room. And I said, where
		
there’s smoke there’s fire. So we rang the doorbell. We had the dumbwaiters along
		
side of us. We rang a couple of the tenants. Call the fire department. There’s a fire
		down here.
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So sure enough, the fire department came, the tenants came down, and when my
parents came home, there were fire engines in front of the house. But it was nothing.
My dad had a cigarette on the edge of his tool chest and it fell in. And the tool chest
was a very thick wood one, and it was smoldering. It hadn’t really started yet. But the
firemen said, it’s a good thing you kids were quick enough to call that in.

Interviewer

This was 188 ?

Joan Macris
		

No, this was on Wadsworth Avenue on 191st Street. This was before we moved on to
188th Street. We moved on to 188th Street after dad died.

Interviewer

So you were on Wadsworth and is it 191 ?

Joan Macris

191.

Interviewer

You were there for quite awhile ?

Joan Macris

There for about five years, I guess.

Interviewer

Grandpa didn’t die until mom was 17.

Joan Macris
		

Yes, I was 19. That’s when we moved over. Because we had to get out. We couldn’t
have the job without dad being there, because you had to have a man on the premises.

Interviewer

So you were essentially evicted.

Joan Macris
		

Well, we couldn’t do it. In those days you didn’t have that much - but no, they didn’t
evict us, they gave us a year’s notice.

Interviewer

When did grandma start working ? After that  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

After my father died, she really went out and got a part-time job cleaning offices. And
then that was when Rosie was very little then. She was a toddler. I don’t think she was
more than four or five at that time.

Interviewer

How old was she when grandpa died  ?

Joan Macris

3 and a half.

Interviewer

And how did he die ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Pneumonia. It was viral pneumonia, the doctor said, one of the worst kinds. Because
he used to work on the railroad. He’d come home then and do maintenance on the
building. He was just tired. Too much work.

Interviewer

Maybe we should backtrack a little. So Wadsworth, and is it West 191st  ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

So it’s the Upper West Side ?

Joan Macris

Yes, up in the Heights.

Interviewer
		

Washington Heights. You’re living in this apartment five years or more. Grandpa is the
super, but then at some point he gets a job on the railroad.

Joan Macris

Yes..

Interviewer

How many years did he work for the railroad before he passed away  ?

Joan Macris

Ten, just about ten years.

Interviewer

That doesn’t add up though. So he had the railroad job prior to going into 191 ?

Joan Macris
		

Oh, yes. He’d had that. He got that railroad job when we still lived in Harlem.
I’m kind of fuzzy on that. But I do know he was there ten years.

Interviewer

As a conductor always  ? Or --

Joan Macris Oh, no, he started off as a flagman. Then he went to something else. He didn’t have...
		
actually they had a very severe strike. Because when the men came to be picked for
		
the runs, the junior men weren’t always picked. They’d go there and spend the day 		
		
waiting with no pay. So they had this severe -- I remember this when I graduated from
		
grammar school -- very severe strike, three - months strike. They had to stop that so that
		
the men got paid when they showed up for their jobs. So he went through that, and
		
then he got a solid job, where he never had to worry any more. But then had to go 		
		
through like a probationary period, or kind of like an apprenticeship. And so it 		
		was lean.
Interviewer

When you say, he had his run, was this as a conductor at this point  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

Yes, as a conductor. He did the flag man first. That was kind of like an introductory
job, new man. There was another post they had besides that, but I can’t remember 		
what it was. And then he was there for awhile, he got this conductor job, which he 		
liked. He was very happy with it.

Interviewer
		

And then he worked as a conductor as well as a super through to his death. And you
were what age  ?
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Joan Macris

19.

Interviewer

And you had moved to 188  ?

Joan Macris

We always stayed at 191st Street until he died.

Interviewer

Until he died  ?

Joan Macris

Yes, and then we moved over to 188th Street, into three rooms.

Interviewer

Right after he died. And that’s the apartment that I remember.

Joan Macris
		

Yes, you were born in that apartment, really. Because Helen came back -- she wanted
to have you in New York so she came and stayed with us.

Interviewer

But I was born in Jewish Memorial Hospital. I mean that’s where she went into labor.

Joan Macris

And that was on 191st Street or 193rd Street and Broadway.

Interviewer

The hospital was  ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer
It’s no longer there yeah. It’s an institution but not a hospital. I can’t remember what it
		is now.

Dannie Lynch (Domhnailín is his Gaelic name - which is a diminutive form of Daniel),
New York City, New York circa 1924
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Joan Macris

Things do change.

Interviewer

I think it’s an Elder’s home.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Well there’s plenty of those around. Elder populations. I remember at one point my
father tried to enlist. Oh, he was furious when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.
He had an absolute fit over it. Of course they wouldn’t take him in because of his leg.
His leg was permanently injured. He couldn’t even get the engineering job on the
railroad he wanted because of his leg. So but it was funny when he went down with
a contingent of men from the neighborhood, who were going to volunteer. And 		
the guy at the draft board, they were very nice to him. But they laughed at him.
They said, do you want to get away from the wife and kids  ?

Interviewer

What was his age approximately at this point.

Joan Macris
		
		

38. Just enough under the wire where they might have taken him. But he also had 		
the job on the railroad which was considered a war priority job. So that would have
disqualified him anyway. So I was kind of proud he did that.

Interviewer

What grade were you in when he passed away  ?

Joan Macris

I was out of high school. I was working already.

Interviewer
		
		

So in between the point that you were out of high school, talk about that period a little
bit, your high school years. Tell us what neighborhood and which street you were
living on. Just sort of reminisce about high school which we kind of skipped over.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Okay, high school was all right. It was George Washington High four or five blocks
from the house. It was over near the park not far from the house. And I picked it
because I didn’t want to take the subway to school. My parents wanted me to go to 		
Catholic high school. And I said, no, absolutely not. That is not for me. I don’t want
to go to Catholic high school.

		
		

I thought it was a waste of money really. I thought I could get just as good an
education in the public school system. I always felt that you could get what you 		
wanted out of school if you wanted to.

		
		
		

So I went over there to school. And I say I was a difficult student. Because I was good
in what I liked. I wasn’t good in what I didn’t like. But the one thing I liked was
English, and reading. I think that’s part of what got me through school.

		
And I can’t remember, let’s see, actually it wasn’t bad. I enjoyed it. I liked being in
		
high school better than I liked being in grammar school. Because I liked being serious
		
about school. And we had things like economics. We had civics. We had business
		
law. The teachers were more on the ball, I thought, in high school than they were in
		grammar school.
Joan Macris
		

And I liked a lot of my teachers. I had one teacher who was a lawyer besides being
a teacher. And he used to go -- he was a lawyer at night court at night, and he taught
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Joan Macris
		
		

during the day. And he would regale us with stories about night court that would have
us hysterical. I mean every kid in the school wanted to get into this man’s class be		
cause he was so funny.

Interviewer

What subject was it ?

Joan Macris Well, it was business law, which those of us who were taking business had to take
		
business law, economics and civics. And he taught all three. So I was lucky enough to
		get him.
Interviewer

What was his name  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

I can’t remember. An Irishman. Very good sense of humor. He could have 			
been a stand-up comedian. So I remember that very well. I liked that one. I liked
English. In fact I ended up by getting into the fast English class. How I got in there I
really don’t know. What they call the progressive English. And that was enough to 		
boost my marks up enough so I could get out of school and graduate, because I really
wasn’t that good in things.

Interviewer
		

What about your career, did you start to have any ideas about what you wanted to do
in life at this point, in high school ?

Joan Macris
I wanted to go into the service. I wanted to go to college. I had no idea what I wanted
		
to go to college for, but I wanted to go to college. But I knew I couldn’t. There was
		
no way that there was money for it. And in those days you didn’t have what we have
		today.
		
		
		
		
		
		

But if you really put your mind to it and took the test, you could get into City College
for nothing, which I didn’t do. So I thought well, if I went into the service, they would
pay for my education. But my parents, my uncle, John Sweeney, he stuck his nose in
there, and he says, don’t let her in there, she’s a nice girl. And I replied to my parents,
I said, I think you are what you are regardless of where you go. You can be nice in the
service too.

Joan Macris
I said, the things they say about women in the service is a lot of hogwash as far as I’m
		
concerned. Because they had come to the school, you know, these women, all dressed
		
up in their nice looking uniforms, you know, recruiting girls out of high school. Well, I
		didn’t go.
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Interviewer

We’re still in the middle of World War II at this point  ?

Joan Macris

No, no, this was at the end of World War II.

Interviewer

This was after ?

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

What year did the war end  ?

Joan Macris

‘45, and this was ‘50. So that ended that. I said, well, I’ll go for the office work.

Joan Macris
		
		

I’ll do the stenography, bookkeeping. In those days, girls were kind of limited. You 		
never thought of -- like the girls today, they can go wherever they want. They can go up
as high as they want. Do whatever they want. In my days, it was like being a teacher,
being a nurse, or an office worker. Nothing wrong with that either.

Joan Macris
		

So I went for the office work. But I had this little sideline. I used to be able to 		
sing a little bit. That was my release from the humdrum things.

Interviewer

When you say sideline, professional sideline  ?

Joan Macris

Almost. Oh, I used to sing at work.

Interviewer

Or spiritual sideline ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Both, because I joined the choir. I also sang, it used to ease my mood. sometimes.
I just used to sing to comfort myself. But a lot of time -- I found myself with a kind of
a little career going on, where I could sing at the office Christmas parties and stuff.

Interviewer

What kind of music, besides Christmas carols  ?

Joan Macris

a cappella, with no music.

Interviewer

Oh, a cappella, without instruments ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

And what kind of songs  ?

Joan Macris
		

Oh, we would sing, it was four of us. We worked together. We sang together.
Pretty much anything.

Interviewer

So four - part harmonies ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

What tone were you ?

Joan Macris

I was the high one, soprano one. And we sang pretty good, I must say. It was fun.

Interviewer

Well, you dabbled in opera as well, did you not  ?

Joan Macris

Tried to. I would have needed training for that.

Interviewer

I have one actual remembrance of you singing at a big banquet table.

Joan Macris

Oh, that was -- Pete and Elvira Milanese, Aunt Louise’s uncle and his wife.

Interviewer
		
		

We had to drive somewhere, Queens, or Jersey, to go to this big dinner. And
[inaudible]. I remember a couple of things about that day. I remember you singing
and a big long table with a white tablecloth on it.
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Dinner party at the home of Pete and Elvira Milanese (the family
of Aunt Louise SERINO Lynch. (her father Charlie Serino’s brother
in-law and family), Mt. Vernon, NY, July 1959,
photos by Helen Nicoletta
Top: Milanese family musicians, Bottom: Elvira Milanese et al
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Dinner party at the home of Pete and Elvira Milanese (the family
of Aunt Louise SERINO Lynch. (her father Charlie Serino’s brother
in-law and family), Mt. Vernon, NY, July 1959,
photos by Helen Nicoletta
Top: Milanese family member on accordian,
Bottom: Sal Nicoletta on guitar
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Joan Macris
		

That was Pete & Elvira Milanese’s house, and I remember the wonderful dinners she
would cook, and how much fun they were.

Interviewer

Who are they ?

Joan Macris
He was Aunt Louise’s father’s brother - in - law. He was married to Charley’s sister,
		
Elvira. Of course we lost Pete, 20 yrs. ago, maybe, 30 years ago. But she is still 		
		
kicking. She’s still alive and well. Now she lives in senior housing. But she does
		alright.
Interviewer

What areas did they live in  ? Where did we actually drive to ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

Mt. Vernon. And I must say that he was a self-taught guitarist. I think he was a genius.
His music was good. And of course he used to try to get me to sing with the guitar.
I thought that was great. I had a lot of fun with that. It was fun.
But I was very very -- and the kids are just like him. His sons picked it right up.

Interviewer

Grandpa is gone at this point.

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

So this would be what year that we’re going to Pete’s home  ?

Joan Macris

Let me think about that.

Interviewer
I would be born at this point because I remember it, or at least one of the later visits
		there.
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Joan Macris

I would say probably in the late ‘50s, early ‘60s.

Interviewer

And I was born in ‘54. So somewhere between ‘54 and ‘60.

Joan Macris

Could be between ‘54 and ‘60, yeah.

Interviewer
		

Well, let’s backtrack again. And let’s go back to the point where grandpa passes away.
Do you remember about that  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		
		

Well, he came home from work on a Friday night. And he was not feeling good.
But a lot of times, he would just come home not feeling well. It was a week after
Thanksgiving. And he had had a lot of fun at Thanksgiving Day. He was there in his
usual form, having a good time, dancing around and singing. And he had brought a
couple of his bachelor friends from work. There were a lot of young bachelor fellas
coming over. Brought a couple of them up with him for dinner. And we had really just
a nice day.

		
		
		

And then the day after Thanksgiving, he came home -- I think on a Friday night and 		
said I don’t really feel good. Grandma said, I don’t like the way you 			
look either. I think I’m going to have the doctor look at you.

		
		
		

And in those days the doctor came in. And the doctor came in and he said, I think 		
he has to go into the hospital with pneumonia. This was Friday night. Well, and you
know, the doctor told us, Dr. [Tamar], said, don’t worry, because a lot of times

Joan Macris
		
		
		

if a person gets through the first 48 hours, he has a good chance that they’ll come 		
through all right. Well, whatever happened, whether they gave him penicillin 		
and he’s allergic to it [inaudible] (It was just new  ?) or whether he just didn’t go
through the crisis, but by Monday night he was gone.

Interviewer

He died. He went into the hospital on Friday  ?

Joan Macris

And he was gone on Monday. Just like that.

		

Had a policeman knocking at the door.

Interviewer

To tell you that he had died.

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

In the hospital ?

Joan Macris
		
		

In the hospital. So I mean it was such a shock to us. The doctor had told us, don’t 		
worry, he’s going to be all right. Next thing we know we have the cop at the door
telling us, he’s gone.

Interviewer

And they diagnosed it as viral pneumonia.

Joan Macris

Lobar, the doctor said, the worst kind.

Interviewer

What kind  ?

Joan Macris

Lobar pneumonia.

Interviewer

How do you spell that ?

Joan Macris

I think it’s L-O-B-A-R. So that was it. 47 years old.

Interviewer

And then what  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

So we had to move out. We had hung on there for about a year, because it was hard
to get apartments in New York at that time, because it was -- there was an apartment
shortage. So we got these three rooms that we moved to. It was hard.

Interviewer

This is how many people  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

There was Danny, Mary, me, I think at that time your mom was already -- she was on
the road dancing with the troupe. I remember a big battle over that one. Gram didn’t
want her to do it.

Interviewer

She left to go dancing before grandpa died ?

Joan Macris
		
		

No, right after. Oh, she would never have done it when he was alive, because he 		
would have not let her do it. He would have put his foot down on that one. But I’m
glad she did, because I think she deserved a chance to try it out.
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Joan Macris
And it turned out that it was a nice troupe that she was with. It was a husband and 		
		
wife that ran it. It was on the up and up. My mother was afraid of what these 		
		
girls might be exposed to. On the road. So she went down and interviewed 		
		
the husband and wife to see if they were good enough for her daughter to be in their
		troupe.
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Interviewer
		

Now was that the Jack Norman Company that she with for the Strates Shows, or was
this a previous  ?

Joan Macris

This was previous, husband and wife. They were former dancers.

Interviewer

Because Jack Norman was husband and wife.

Joan Macris

Well, maybe that was them.

Interviewer

That’s who she was with during the Strates Shows.

Joan Macris

Maybe that. Gram got the feeling they were pretty decent.

Interviewer

Yes they are very famous in carnival history...

Joan Macris

Are they really? So.

Interviewer
		
		

So Grandpa dies. And you think maybe mom left to go dancing to alleviate the
economic crisis that the family was in ? Was that maybe part of the dynamic that 		
grandma relaxed her standards because you guys were in crisis essentially  ?

Joan Macris

Well, it’s probably true. Because things were really upside down.

Interviewer

And you were working as a stenographer at this point  ?

Joan Macris
		

Still working away in the office, because that was about the only sane thing in my life
at that point.

Interviewer

Which office  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

National Association of Manufacturers on 26th Street right between -- off of 3rd
Avenue. And it was fun. I had a lot of nice friends down there. It was a nice social
life. And the work didn’t pay very much money. What did I make ? $32 a week when
I first started.

Interviewer

For a 40-hour week ?

Joan Macris
		

Yes. Oh, at one point they worked half a day on Saturdays, and just before I got there
they cut that out. So, yes, long hard 9:00 o’clock until 5:00.

Interviewer

What were rents back there ? What was the rent on that apartment  ?

Joan Macris
		

I think the rent ran about $65 a month. And then we just had to pay very small. Didn’t
have to pay for our water, didn’t have to pay for our heat. Just paid for the electricity.

Interviewer
		

So you made approximately $120 a month. And the rent was $60 -- were you
primarily the rent payer ?

Joan Macris
I was primarily the supporter. It was tough. I didn’t have any money left over for
		anything.
Interviewer

And Gram starts working at this point  ?

Joan Macris

She started working nightly.

Interviewer

Oh more regularly.

Joan Macris

Oh, yeah, she went to five nights a week.

Interviewer

As a housekeeper ?

Joan Macris
		

No, she went cleaning offices at night first. So that meant I came home from work, and
I stayed with Rosie. Because Rosie was still too young yet.

Interviewer

That’s right. Because Grandpa died.

Joan Macris
		
		

Yes. So what happened was, we managed that along. And in between, of course, 		
Helen came back. And let us know, told us you were on the way. Which was great.
That was I think about the first decent thing that happened in two years.

Interviewer

Everybody was excited about that  ?

Sarah Lynch with Military portrait of son Daniel Lynch,
and holding newborn grandson Daniel Nicoletta
photo by Helen LYNCH Nicoletta, Jan. 1955
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Joan Macris
		
		

Oh, my gosh, Danny, you would think it was the second coming of Christ. But it was
such a good thing, because we had been in crisis for so long, that it was so good to 		
have something good happening.

Interviewer

So let me get a sense of the timeline. Grandpa died in what year ?

Joan Macris

1950 I think. I had just graduated.

Interviewer
		

So by ‘54 I’m born. So there were four years of hardship, then a grandchild came into
the family and helped alleviate some of the hardship.

Joan Macris
		

And of course we had your dad. He came down, we met him, we got along fine.
Then your grandparents came down to the city.

Interviewer

Oh the Nicolettas came to the city ?

Joan Macris

Yes they did.

Interviewer

Before the marriage ?

Joan Macris

No, I think afterwards.

Interviewer

I think I’ve seen pictures of them in the city.

Joan Macris
		
		

Yes, they came down, and they were taken around. And everybody got along fine.
And of course then we had the window,.... because we could come up here. (Utica,
NY) So we started doing that.

		Annotation; Joan’s sister Aunt Rosie LYNCH Young offers that she thinks that it wasn’t
		
Grandma and Grandpa Nicoletta that made a trip to New York City, that it was Uncle
		
Butch and Uncle Tom Nicoletta – (my dad’s brothers) that came to the City. I will 		
		
check the photo documentation on that point but it does appear that all of the Lynch’s
		
including Grandma Sarah Lynch made several trips to Utica NY over those initial years
		
of my parents marriage.
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Interviewer

Up here being in Utica, right  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

Yeah, kind of the country, Utica. Good heavens. But it was nice. I liked it. So then
I think at that point I told Grandma to give up the night job. Because I used to worry
about her safety coming home on the subway. And every single night I used to wait
for her because I was worried about her.

		
		
		

Then I was worried about Rosemarie sometimes, if I was late getting home from work,
that there was a window between grandma getting to work, and I was coming home
from work, then that meant that Rosie was by herself, and I didn’t’ like that.

		
		
		
		

So I finally thought it over and I said, mom, I know you have to work. But you need to
[inaudible], work days. Go have a regular daily 9:00 o’clock, get out by 4:00 or 5:00
and come and be home in the evening so we could be with you, we miss you. So 		
that’s how it worked.

Interviewer

Is that when she started doing housekeeping for the rich people ?

Sarah Lynch with new home entertainment center Christmas 1950
photo by Helen Lynch
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Sisters Joan, Mary, Helen and mother Sarah Lynch, June 1956
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Joan Macris

Yeah. She started and she stayed with that.

Interviewer
		

How did she -- was that a natural transition from office housekeeping to private, or did
she had --

Joan Macris
		
		
		

No, she had a background in that. When she first came here, in fact in Ireland before
she came here, she went to -- in Europe it’s different. If you’re training to work in some
-- in service to a home, you go to a regular school to learn it. She went to school to
learn. It was kind of like, you learn how to cook, she learned how to open the door.

Joan Macris
		
		
		

You know, open the door to a dignitary or something. They taught her how to wear
make up. They taught her how to do her hair -- because she was a 				
country girl, she had a natural flair, so they just kind of brought it out, and so she
became a gourmet cook.... she became....

[End Tape 1 / Begin Tape 2]
Interviewer
		

We are resuming with my Grandma Lynch’s training in Ireland for her work as a house
keeper in America. So why don’t you take it from there ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, in Europe they have this program, and I think it’s just as common most European
countries, that if you want to be a housekeeper it’s a series of going to school to be like
I was, like a typist or a stenographer. You go for two years, and you’re taught
everything. So you come into a home, a fancy home on Park Avenue, or any place,
you know how to best conduct yourself.

Joan Macris
		
		
		

So that’s what she did. And she did that before she got married. Got that probably 		
even during the early days of her marriage. And then she went back to it after 		
she decided to work days. So that she could be home with Rosie [inaudible] and 		
me at night.

		
		
		

Because by that time, I guess this was around ‘54, ‘55, Helen was living in Utica with
her new husband, and new baby. And Uncle Danny was in the service. So that left
Mary who was still very young yet, and Rosie who was still very young, and myself.

Joan Macris
		

And so we had to have some kind of normalcy in our life, which we hadn’t had for a
long time after my father died. So that’s how it worked for a long time.

Interviewer
		

Let me ask you one question. Grandma and grandpa, did they meet and marry in
Ireland or meet and marry in the United States ?

Joan Macris

In the United States.

Interviewer

So it’s possible she worked in her profession prior to meeting him ?

Joan Macris

Oh, yeah, she did.

Interviewer
		

That would be where she worked as a housekeeper... What was the correct term, 		
housekeepers ?
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Joan Macris
		
		
		

Not housekeepers exactly. I can’t think of what the category would be. “In service”
they call it in Europe. Which is, you could call it domestic or housekeeper. But
I mean she actually had some amusing stories about her interviews when she 		
first came to the United States.

		
		
		

When she came here, her three brothers were instructed by my grandmother, her 		
mother, that they were not to let her go on interviews alone; they had to go with her,
so they could interview the people. To see if it was okay for their sister.

		
		
		

She had to be highly -- you know, I’m laughing about it. But she didn’t know her way
around the subway system or anything yet. So they didn’t just want her going off
-- getting on a train and ending out in East Cupcake someplace.

Interviewer

Did she come with her brothers ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Oh, no, they were sent out way ahead of her. The story I heard on that one, I don’t 		
know how true this is, but around the time that they came to the United States, after
my Uncle Patrick came around the time of World War I, and in that time there was a
great deal of hostility going on in Ireland at that time. They had been occupied by
British troops. And they weren’t the best caliber.

		
		
		
		

So there were three teenage boys in the family at that time. There was Uncle Patrick,
there was Uncle John and Uncle Philip. And my grandmother was afraid they might
be getting into things that they shouldn’t be, that someday they would disappear and
she would never see them again.

		
		
		
		

So what she said was, she decided to send them to the United States, because she 		
had sisters here, my grandmother had sisters working here. And that’s 			
just what she did. One by one they came here. She was not about to let them languish
in some British jail.

Interviewer

So this would be, she was fearful of criminal activity or revolutionary activity ?

Joan Macris
Revolutionary activity. And they were young teenage boys. That would be some		
		
thing they might like to get into, not realizing the consequences that could happen to
		them.
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Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

So when Uncle Patrick came to the United States, he was hardly off the boat 		
when he was drafted in the U.S. Army to fight World War I. But that worked out
good for him. He liked being in the Army. That enabled him to start bringing his two
brothers out. And after that, he kind of like, he was into the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
He was in that. He was in the American Legion. He was very proud of it.

Interviewer
		
		
		

We will back track to Ireland... Let’s jump back to grandma working after grandpa 		
died. And talk more about the nature of the work, and who she worked for. I have a
childhood memory of going to the Hunts, I think the name of the family... didn’t she
work for a family called the Hunts ?

Joan Macris

No, I don’t think so.

Interviewer

Well, I remember her talking about the Hunts.

Joan Macris

I don’t think she did, because she worked for two or three families.

Interviewer
		

But anyway, that’s not critical. The main thing is that you kind of pick up on that 		
timeline and tell us a little bit about what you remember of grandma’s work.

		Upon review of the 1st draft of this Joan annotated here that the family 			
		
Grandma worked for was the Turcks not the Hunts.
Joan Macris
I remember she went five days a week. Sometimes I think she finally ended up
		
working for one family. I just got a flash of one family she did work for I think. I’ll 		
		
have to work for that one. I think she worked for two families, like she worked 		
		
three days a week for one and two for another.
			

Sarah Lynch, New York City
Circa late 1950’s - early 1960’s

				
Joan Macris
Or sometimes she would just do three and two, back and forth, sometimes on the 		
		
weekend. She would not work on Thanksgiving or Christmas, no matter what. And
		
she would go for housekeeping, cleaning. She was mostly into cleaning. She was not
		
into the cooking end of it. She did mostly cleaning and baby - sitting. A lot of times
		
she would even go and meet the kids at school and walk home with them, or go and
		
take them to the dentist and things like that. And there was a lot of hard work that was
		
involved with it. Cleaning, like cleaning closets and helping these people get ready for
		
their trips to the country. And sometimes she’d go to the country with them.
Interviewer

The Derbys.

Joan Macris

The Derbys, that was it, but there was another couple.
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Helen Lynch, March 1953
Note on back of photo, “Me, Ugh! Me in the dressing room”
Photographer unknown
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The Normans were respected and respectful girl show producers who traveled with the
Strates Carnival on the eastern seaboard. The Strates Shows was one of the last of the
great carnivals who traveled in trains.
(Jack Norman was a comedian & Bonnie Norman was the main costumer for the revues)
Helen Lynch is pictured third from top row - right side in this page from a 1952 program
of The Strates Shows, Inc. Helen also tended to the Strates family’s pet birds and helped
with friend Dottie Eden’s dime joint. (a “dime joint” was a carnival game attraction where
people tossed dimes to win prizes)
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Interviewer

Do you remember what kind of money she made ?

Joan Macris

Not the greatest.

Interviewer

Give us a ballpark ?

Joan Macris

$5 an hour, something like that. $6 an hour.

Interviewer

And this was approximately when ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

Probably the ‘50s through the ‘60s. Because I think when she retired it was the 		
late ‘60s. She made more money as she went along. And it depended, like if she came
in and worked a dinner party at night. She would wait tables, she would open the 		
doors, for some pretty famous people.

Interviewer

These were fairly wealthy people ?

Joan Macris
		

Yeah, they were what they called the 400. The New York elite society. A lot of them
were from old money.

Interviewer

Do you remember the address of the Derbys ?

Joan Macris

Up in the 80s, maybe.

Interviewer

Did she ever take you there ?

Joan Macris

Oh, yes.

Interviewer

What was it like ?

Joan Macris
Nice. Big. Huge apartments. They were like, there were so many rooms in there you
		
could get lost. There was one apartment that had a hall that went around all inside
		
the apartment. In other words you could go through the hall and never go into a room.
		
It was beautiful. Big rooms. Parquet floors, chandeliers. Beautiful kitchen, with these
		
big restaurant stoves. Doormen downstairs. Everything was just like another world 		
		really.
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Interviewer
		

And you believe the Derbys were old money. Do you have any idea what Mr. Derby
did professionally ?

Joan Macris

He was a lawyer, Wall Street lawyer.

Interviewer

And Mrs. Derby was a housewife ?

Joan Macris

Yeah, she stayed home.

Interviewer

Did they have children ?

Joan Macris
		
Joan Macris

They had two boys and a girl. And one of the boys died at a very young age. He was
asthmatic. In fact he was in college, and he had an asthmatic attack. I remember the
shock that was. The Derbys were very very nice people.

Interviewer

What ethnicity were they?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

English, I think. And then she worked for another family. They were very nice too.
I cannot remember their names, but it’ll come to me. But the Derbys were my personal
favorite. Grandma slowed down after awhile and just did one job. And she just kind
of went in two or three days a week.

		
		

Mrs. Derby was only in her 50s. And one day she walked into her kitchen and just 		
died, went down.

Interviewer

Was grandma there ?

Joan Macris

No, grandma was home. And she was so shocked.

Interviewer

Heart attack ?

Joan Macris

Heart attack. I don’t think the woman even knew she had a heart condition.

Interviewer

Did grandma continue to work for the family after that ?

Joan Macris
		

Not that much. She was kind of on and off even at that point. But she really liked 		
them. That was a severe shock to her. Mrs. Derby was a darling.

Interviewer

Yes, I think quite often people treated their servants like family.

Joan Macris

They did, after a point.

Interviewer

So it was probably really hard on grandma.

Joan Macris
		
		
		

Oh, very much. I mean she was very stunned when the son died, and then right after
that. Actually Gram thought maybe the mother never really got over the son dying, 		
and that might have triggered this thing. So it was a heartbreaking time.
Because she really was part of them.

Interviewer

By this time you have full income at what job  ?

Joan Macris
		

Well, I went from working at the NAM. I went to work at American Standard, which
was another cheap company to work for.

Interviewer

Stenographer ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, that’s what I went in there for. I wanted stenography training, and I got it. I got
two years of solid stenography. Then I went to work for Western Electric; best job I ever
had. Best pay I ever got. And at that point they were ready to -- in fact they took me
out of secretary and put me into -- I was too good in figures to be a secretary. They 		
wanted me to work as like a technician or something like that.

		
		
		

And I looked at them. I was so surprised, because I always had trouble with figures.
And I said, are you sure you’re talking about me ? And they said, yes, you definitely are
good. We tested you. We know you can do it.
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Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

But at that point Susan was on the way, and I decided, that was the end of it. In those
days you couldn’t stay on the job if you were expecting a baby. You had to leave at a
certain time. But they did change my rating. I was not a secretary any more. They put
me down into technical clerk. Which was up, really. And if I stayed with that I could
have made my way up.

Interviewer
		

So what I was getting at was, grandma is starting to wind down her workload. You’re
working full-time. My mom is on the road at this point ?

Joan Macris

No, she’s married, up here. I think Mickey (Dan Nicoletta’s sister) was already born.

Interviewer

Right, she’s up in Utica.

Joan Macris

I don’t know if Lorraine and John had come along at that point.

Interviewer

Mary is working at this point ?

Joan Macris

Mary had some very good jobs. She worked at IBM, which was the best job she had.

Interviewer
So you guys basically sustained the household, you and Mary, and Danny back from
		the war.
Joan Macris

Danny came back, yep, he came back.

Interviewer

And he got married at that point ?

Joan Macris
		

No. No, he was back a couple of years. He and Louise started going out after he came
back. They got married in ‘59. Now Danny -- he had to be...

Interviewer

He would have had a pension, I would think.

Joan Macris
		
		
		

No, not yet, anyway. He came out in ‘54. I do remember, he came out before the 		
war started to heat up in Vietnam. So he came out some point before, maybe ‘56 of
the service. And he didn’t want to go back to his job, because it was just -- he said, I
don’t want this job any more. And they were teaching him before he went in to work
for Kelly Wire & Die. And they were teaching him to read schematics and to read -		
they were training him. But he didn’t want it. So he went with the UPS. (United Parcel
		Service)
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Interviewer:

Oh, right from the beginning ? As a single man.

Joan Macris

Yes, and thats where he stayed until he retired.

Interviewer
		

And while he was dating Louise, he was living with you guys and helping support the
household ?

Joan Macris
		

Oh, we all did. By that time we had moved into four rooms. So there was a little bit
more room there.

Interviewer

What address was that  ?

Joan Macris

Same, 552 West 188th.

Interviewer

Did I tell you I went back there about a year ago ?

Joan Macris

No. How did it look ?

Interviewer

Not too bad. I remember, I mean --

Joan Macris

You mean, did you go right to the building ?

Interviewer

I went right to the building.

Joan Macris

Did you ?

Interviewer

Yeah.

Joan Macris

Did you go inside ?

Interviewer
		
		

No, I was afraid to. Because when I arrived, (it’s heavily Dominican now), people
wanted, immediately wanted to know what my story was. And I knew if I walked into
the building it would not be cool.

Joan Macris

Oh, you mean they were outside  ?

Interviewer
		
		

Yeah, these people hanging around, and they’d seen me taking pictures of the building.
They were friendly. But I think if I walked in, it would have changed the whole energy
so. But the front doors were Plexiglas. They were no longer glass.

Joan Macris

Not glass, huh  ?

Interviewer

I’ll show you the pictures

Joan Macris

Oh, I’d love to see it.

Interviewer

So anyway, Aunt Rosie is what age at this point ?

Joan Macris
		

I think Rosie’s about 16 then. She’s going to Thomas Aquinas High School. And it was
my idea for her to go to a Catholic high school.

Interviewer

Talk about full circle.

Joan Macris
		

Oh, my gosh. I wanted her to have the best. And at that time public schools I thought
weren’t doing a good job.

Interviewer
Well, it sounds like even prior to this point you had a lot of leverage in the household.
		
You were one of the bread winners, so therefore, you did have a lot of control over 		
		certain decisions.
Joan Macris
		

Yeah, maybe a little bit too much sometimes. Didn’t give people a chance to do their
own thing.

Interviewer

Mom got to fly the coop.

Joan Macris

Yes.
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Sarah Lynch and family apartment building - 552 W. 188th St. NYC, NY,
photo by Dan Nicoletta on Oct. 9, 1998
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Domenica Nicoletta and Rosemarie Lynch,
NYC, June 11, 1958
Photo by Helen Lynch

Mary Lynch, May 1955
Photo by Helen Lynch
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Visiting Grandma Lynch in NYC, June 11. 1958
top: Danny Lynch, Louise Serino,
Rosemarie Lynch, Joan Lynch
Bottom: Danny Lynch, Louise Serino,
Rosemarie Lynch, Helen & Sal Nicoletta & Boots
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Top: Helen LYNCH Nicoletta and Sarah Lynch
Bottom L to R: Domenica Jr., Sal, Daniel, Helen
Nicoletta, Sarah, Joan, Rosemarie, Mary Lynch
& John Ruckert, June 11, 1958
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Domenica Nicoletta’s Christening, June 1956
l to r: Joan Lynch, Tom Nicoletta, Mary & Rosemarie Lynch
(Casino - Nicoletta home – Elizabeth St., Utica, NY)

Domenica Nicoletta’s Christening, Joan and Sarah Lynch
(front central) meet the Italian Matriarchs
l to r: doorway center, Grace Motto, Domenica Nicoletta Sr.,
Carmella Casino (others unknown)
Utica, NY, June 1956
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Interviewer

How did you feel about that  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Well, at first I thought, oh good grief, what am I going to do ? I was kind of hoping she
would help. But when I thought about it, I said, well, you know, she has a right to do
what she wants to do. So as far as I was concerned, I didn’t have a problem with it.

		
		
		
		

And of course Brother went into the service. So that was -- we didn’t expect him to
send money home. And he had enough to do with just being in the Army. And how
much did they pay the men ? Very little. They don’t pay them much now even.
So there was just me and Gram. So we did the best we could.

Interviewer
		

So there was a point where Mary was in school, and she wasn’t working, and it was
just you and Gram.

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

But then mom did not send money back ?

Joan Macris
		

She did, she tried. She did when she was -- when she was dancing, she did. When she
could, she did.

Interviewer

How often did she return ?

Joan Macris

Oh, as often as she could.

Interviewer

She was in the New York area primarily, right ?

L to r: Helen Lynch, (her sister Mary Lynch visiting) and Terry
during a road tour of The Jack Norman Broadway to Holiday
Review. (early 1950’s)
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Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Oh, no, she lived at home. That was her home. You know, that was always her home.
She can always come back and stay. And any time she was up here, she always came
back. Every year she came down. So that was really an open door for her.
Annotation added by Joan upon review of the first draft. Just to note that Helen was
on the road – for about two years – she sent money home when she could – 		
she took Rosemarie and Mary on the road with her – when she came back for a visit,
she cleaned, even painted, bought groceries – did lots of things. 				
And she continued with this for the rest of her life.

		When Danny came out of the Army and went back to work, he helped with the
		
finances, so did Mary and Rosemarie as they grew old enough to work, so between all
		
of us we were doing very well.
Interviewer

When was the first time you saw mom dance ? What was that like ?

Joan Macris

I never saw her dance.

Interviewer

Really ? Because it was always somewhere on the periphery of the city.

Joan Macris

Rosie saw her, so did Mary.

Interviewer

Yeah, I’ve seen the pictures of Aunt Mary visiting her in Atlantic City, right ?

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

And they both have zebra skin formal gowns on I think.

Joan Macris
Yeah, it was great fun for them. It was good for the kids to get outside and see some
		thing different.
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Interviewer
		

How did that work ? Did she come to the city and take Aunt Mary back with her as 		
kind of a little field trip ?

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer

For several days ?

Joan Macris

Sometimes for a week. And she would take Rosie.

Interviewer

Because they weren’t working.

Joan Macris

They weren’t working.

Interviewer

They could go ?

Joan Macris
		
		

They could go. That was probably the reason why I didn’t, because I couldn’t take the
time to do it. But they had a great time. The people there used to make a big fuss out
of it. And the kids had a great time. I thought it was good.

Interviewer
		

Did the people from the show visit mom’s, grandma’s house in the city when they came
in ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Yeah, they did. She brought back, Helen brought back some of her friends that 		
danced with her. And they were fine. You know, the door was open. Whoever 		
wanted to come visit was welcome.

Interviewer
		

Well, that was my impression based on my own recollections. Because I always 		
remember there was this person Breda. Tell us about Breda.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Oh, Breda. Breda is the friend from Ireland. She’s from my mother’s home town. And
I was trying to think back. I think my uncle called up and he said, there’s a girl that’s
coming over. She’s from your home town. Her name is Breda. I don’t have any idea.
She’s with her aunt on 175th Street, Breda Malloy. And I think the aunt’s name is the
same. Look up the number and call her.

		
		
		
		
		

Well, being young and adventuresome, I did. I called up every Malloy in the book 		
around that area. And so I found Breda. And I told her, you don’t know us, Breda, 		
from a hole in the wall. But we heard you’re here, and we were wondering if you’d
like to come up and visit us. And she did. And we set up a date, a Saturday night, for
dinner at our house. And up she came, and we had a great time.

Joan Macris
		

And she’s been a friend since then. I mean I don’t see Breda now, but last time I saw
her, I think I saw her at Keith and Samara’s wedding going back from three years ago.

Interviewer

She was there ?

The Wedding of Breda MALLOY and Jimmy Cioffi, 1963
Bridesmaid’s L to R: unknown, Rosemarie Lynch, Dolly MALLOY
O’Donnell, Mary Lynch
Best men: unknown
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Joan Macris
		

She was there with -- I love her husband. He’s a darling - James. And at that time she
became part of the household, really.

Interviewer

She actually lived there at one point, right ?

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

How did that happen ?

Joan Macris

Well, her aunt was giving her a hard time. She had a very difficult time.

Joan Macris
		
		

They treated her more like a servant. They had put the money up, the bond for her to
come here. they had vouched for her, so they thought she should be 			
working and turning money in, and then she should be scrubbing the house too.

		
		
		
		

Well, she put up with that until she went back to Ireland and visited her mother. So
I told her, I said, Breda, why don’t you come and stay with us when you come back ?
If you want to move out, you just stay with us. It’s not going to be long term. But it’ll
just be kind of in-between times until you get a roommate situation.

		
		
		

Well, she ended up staying with us for about a year, I guess. Actually, she was there
when I got married. She was still [inaudible]. No, I don’t think so, she might have 		
got into the roommate situation before that.

Joan Macris
		
		

But she did. And she moved in with this friend of hers over in the Bronx. Then she met
Jimmy, and they started going out. And then not long after I got married, she did. So a
good long and happy marriage they’ve had.

Interviewer

Tell us about dating back then.

Joan Macris

Oh, the customs ?

Interviewer
		

Well, you’re working as a stenographer at this point. You’re making money to sustain
your family and probably get a little bit dolled up. What was that like for you ?

Joan Macris
		
Joan Macris
		

Oh, it was fun. I was very very reserved though. I went out with my friends mostly 		
from work. We would all go out in a group. We’d go to a bar, or just hang out, 		
and then each go our separate ways, go home. It was a lot different then, be		
cause it was more formal then.

		
I met Gus. He was in the same building, I met him and had started going out with 		
		
him. I don’t know... will I marry this guy or won’t I  ?... I don’t know how much on the
		
level he is, how steady he is. I says, I’ll take a chance on it. Not a good idea. Because
		
my idea was if you got married, you would settle down. That didn’t happen.
		
Interviewer
He was very handsome, though.
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Joan Macris

Oh, yeah, and very charming.

Interviewer

Was he a good kisser ?

Joan Macris

I suppose he was. Must have been. had to have been some magic there.

Interviewer
		

So he swept the woman, a strong woman who’s sustaining the household for over
a decade at this point, swept her right off her feet.

Joan Macris
		

Yes, and there I was, married to this guy, thinking, I don’t know if this -- I tried to keep it
together for almost 10 years.

Interviewer

How long did you date before you married ?

Joan Macris
		

Three years. You would think that I would had known him by them. But you really
don’t know somebody until you live with them.

Interviewer

Yeah, but he had to have good aspects.

Joan and Gus Macris, July 4, 1959
(Family picnic in New Jersey)
photo by Helen Nicoletta

Joan Macris
		

Well, he had a lot of good attributes. First of all, he came from a very nice family.
He had very very nice brothers, and a sister, and his mother.

Interviewer

And tell us his full name.

Joan Macris

He didn’t have a middle name. Just Gus Macris.

Interviewer

And what was your age then ?
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Joan Macris
		

He was about 27 or 25, he was four years older than I am. We had a lot of fun. We
did a lot of fun things, that was for sure.

Interviewer

Like what ?

Joan Macris

We’d go to the movies. Met a lot of Greek friends. I had a good time with them.

Interviewer

Was he full -blooded Greek ?

Joan Macris
		

Full- blooded both sides. Met his family, his extended family. All his cousins. All lived
in Brooklyn. And when they heard I was born in Brooklyn, they thought that was great.

Interviewer

Because you were a Brooklynite.

Joan Macris
		
		

Yeah, I was a Brooklynite. But they were nice hard-working people. I said, well, there
must be something good there, because he’s got this good family. He was pretty good,
other than the drinking... he wasn’t that bad. It was the drinking that did it to him.

Interviewer

He lived in the building with his parents ?

Joan Macris

Yeah, he did.

Interviewer
		

And during your courtship he continued to live with his parents, and you continued
to live in your apartment  ?

Joan Macris

Yeah. And that’s how we did it in those days.

Interviewer

And then when did he propose, about three years into the courtship ?

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

What was that like ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

I don’t know. He gave me a jade ring, which was stolen out of my house when I first
moved over here. He gave me a jade ring, which I think was a perfect engagement 		
ring. We kind of never really set a date, and then we just decided we wanted to 		
get married in February of 1962, I guess.

Interviewer

Is that the year you were married ?

Joan Macris

Yeah, February 10th, 1962.

Interviewer

Was it a church wedding ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

We went to the justice, because he had been married before. I guess you still can’t...
his marriage was legal, his first marriage was legal in the eyes of the church. Because
[inaudible] I was Catholic. And that was something that I never really came to terms
with. Because I wanted to be married in my own church. So I think that might 		
have been part of the problem.

Interviewer

Was he divorced from his previous marriage ?

Joan Macris

Oh yeah. Long time.

Interviewer

Any children ?

Joan Macris

No. It was a young marriage. Didn’t last that long.

Interviewer

And was the alcohol the reason for the break up of that one ?

Joan Macris

Could be. Or it could be that they were just too young.

Interviewer
		

So he was drinking during the formative years of your relationship, and you had some
suspicions that that was a problem.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Yeah, I had never really encountered how serious a problem it could be.... until this
situation came up. And I didn’t want to give up. I tried for years to work it out. Tried
all kinds of psychiatric care. Then I said, if you want to try to go back to school, I’ll 		
work and you can go back to school. Different [inaudible], to see if I could get him
going on something. Because he was very very smart. Very bright man. He had a lot
on the ball.

		
		

And I just feel it’s just a terrible thing. Because I think it literally destroyed him.
Because he lost us. And lord knows where he is now and what he’s doing.

Interviewer

And then you had Susan, and the drinking continued.

Joan Macris

Yes, and it got worse.

Interviewer

And there was a child in the mix.

Joan Macris
		
		

I have to say, he really did love the kids. And the trouble is, in a situation like that, the
more responsibility that comes along, the worse it gets. To the point where just before
Jeff was born, I decided couldn’t handle it any more. So I left.

Interviewer

Where did you go at that point ?

Joan Macris
		

Well, thinking back, let’s see. I had split up several times from him. And I had warned
him that if there was a flare-up again I was not coming back.

Interviewer

Number three child  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

No, number three split. And also, my health was starting to suffer from it. I had to go
for psychiatric counseling for two years, until I could get myself back in tune 		
with who I was. Because I kind of lost who I was and what I was for awhile.

		
		

So I did that, and it actually was a big help to me. And once I got enough strength, and
began realizing that I was -- I kind of lost the fact that I was pretty much okay.

[End Side A, Tape 2 / Begin Side B]
Interviewer

-- a remembrance of Joan’s courtship with her husband, Gus Macris.
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Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Well, we had good times together. There was no indication that this couldn’t go on
for 30 - 40 years. He was very good with the kids, and he was also, when he wasn’t
drinking, he was fine. There was no problem with him. But I felt like I found myself
burning out. I also had three children to consider. And I had been through a terrible
ordeal, because I had lost Maria’s twin (at birth), and that really did change things.
I was not the person I was before.

Joan Macris
		

So I went for help, and I found the strength I needed, because I had to make a decision.
So I left him. Packed the kids up one day, and I went.

Interviewer

Where did you go  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		
		

Upstairs to Grandma’s, we were in the same building. Poor Gram, God love her, she
was just wonderful through that. Actually everybody was. And then that might have
been [inaudible] after Jeff was born, we were in the apartment, back to four rooms. He
tried. Gus came back a few times, said, could we patch it up? I said, no way. I said if
you stopped drinking and never touch a drop again. If you promise to do that, I might
consider it. But I don’t believe you’ll ever do it. And you’d have to be without drinking
for a couple of years before I would take you back.

		
		
		
		

Couldn’t do it... so I said, okay, it’s time for me to start thinking about life with my three
kids. So then your mother called up. I was coming out there (Utica) a couple years,
and she called up and she said, there’s an apartment going over on Leah Street in this
new modular place. Would you be interested ? I said yeah.

Interviewer

Were you living with Grandma at that point, or back with Gus ?

Joan Macris

No, I was on my own.

Interviewer

Oh, you had your own apartment ?

Joan Macris

I had my own apartment.

Interviewer

In the same building ?

Joan Macris
		
		

In the same building. So it was pretty good. I had the room upstairs. And I had Rosie
two flights up. So I thought about it. And I didn’t like the public school system.
I wasn’t happy at all.

Interviewer

Was Gus still in the same building at this point  ?

Joan Macris

No.

Interviewer

His mother was but he was gone, right ?

Joan Macris

No, actually we were living on Shakespeare Avenue at this point, 1480 Shakespeare.

Interviewer

What year did you move up to Shakespeare ?

Joan Macris

1968 ?

Interviewer
		

And what was the cross street on Shakespeare ? It was like a little circle, right, the end
of Shakespeare ?

Joan Macris

Featherbed Lane. Nice neighborhood. Even then it was nice.

Interviewer
		

So my mom who moved with Dad here in Utica, she called you and said, would you
be interesting in moving to Utica ?

Joan Macris
And by that time they had gotten a house over on Willow Drive. You moved there in
		
‘62, I think. So I think things were good. And I thought, gee, you know, it’s a small
		
city. Might be a nice place to raise kids. And she had mentioned that quite a few 		
		
times, would you consider it. This time she just hit me at the right point.
		
		
So I came up here and I looked at it. And I was kind of like, this would be a good thing
		
to do, I think. But I hate the thought of leaving the city. And I’d go through this, why
		
wouldn’t I leave the city ? Bad memories there. So I came up here.
Interviewer
		

Now let me ask you about income at this point. In the period that you separated from
Gus, did you work ? Is that how you sustained the kids ? Or were you on welfare  ?

Joan Macris

I was on welfare.

Interviewer
So a divorced mother, the welfare package was probably very subsistence level
		I imagine.
Joan Macris

It was, but it was not the thing I wanted to do.

Interviewer

And your apartment was about how much money ? the one on Shakespeare ?

Joan Macris
		

About $65 a month. When I came up here, it was about the same. Of course the one
on Shakespeare was nice too. But the one up here was beautiful.

Interviewer

I remember the Leah Street apartment well. I remember the day you moved in.

Joan Macris
		

Yeah, in a snowstorm. I came up here and saw these snow banks, and I said, am
I crazy ? Even the movers asked me, what are you nuts ? You’re moving up here ?

Interviewer

How old are the kids at this point ?

Joan Macris
Sue is about seven. Marie is about five. Yeah, and Jeff is just under two yet. And Sue
		
missed it. Sue was not happy with moving up here. Sue missed her grandmother
		Macris.
Joan Macris
		

She missed my mother, Gram. She missed all the relatives in New York. It took 		
her quite a bit of adjustment.

Joan Macris
		

Maria was too young yet. She had time enough. Jeff was a baby. But now they think
that it is their hometown. But it wasn’t easy on me.
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Interviewer
And then there was that OTHER Aunt that used to make the kids say “hello my		
		
Beautiful Aunt Helen.” (And if the kids left out the word Beautiful, Helen would harp...
		“WHAT’S MY NAME ? ? ? ?,” until the poor little kid said the elaborate greeting 		
		
correctly, often out of sheer terror...) Sue and Maria and Jeff were regularly subjected to
		
this scrutiny but then it became (and still is) a loving tradition with all the nieces and
		
nephews required to address their Aunts as “My Beautiful Aunt” so and so... thus the
		
title for this interview “My Beautiful Aunt Joan”

David Horne tugging Beautiful Aunt Helen in a wagon at
Beautiful Aunt Rosie’s in Pearl River, New York, August 16, 1981
Photo by Dan Nicoletta
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Joan Macris
		

Well, I think your mother was the saving grace though. And your dad was really good
about this too, you know. He was great. Very supportive through the whole thing.

Interviewer

What did you feel about the whole thing ?

Joan Macris
		

I wasn’t sure that this was the right thing to be truthful with you. But I think looking
back, I think it was exactly the right thing to do. So I put that to rest a long time ago.

Joan Macris
		

I mean New York City is a great city, a beautiful place. But how in God’s name do you
live and raise children there anymore, unless you’re a millionaire.

Interviewer

Where was Aunt Mary living at this point ? Prior to your transition.

Joan Macris
		
		

Mary was still home. She got married when I was still living on Shakespeare, and 		
moved to Riverdale. At that time Danny and Louise had moved to Carmel. They
had bought their house in Carmel. So mom was up here. Rosie was also married by
then I think too. She was married to Tom.

Interviewer

And living upstairs on Shakespeare ?

Joan Macris

Living upstairs on Shakespeare Avenue, yeah. So we were pretty settled, I guess.

Interviewer

This was the early ‘60s ?

Joan Macris

The early ‘60s, yeah. No, actually, I moved here in ‘71.

Interviewer
		

Really. So what was the duration that you guys lived on Shakespeare, give or take  ?
Not your family specifically, but the whole Lynch clan ?

Joan Macris

The whole Lynch clan ?

Interviewer

Like when did grandma live there ? She was sort of the beginning marker.

Joan Macris

I think she moved there in ‘63.

Interviewer

From 188th Street  ?

Joan Macris
		

Yeah. And she was there right up until they moved her out of there. Because
it was very dangerous.

Louise and Daniel Lynch Wedding Portrait, 1959

Interviewer

Where did they move her ?

Joan Macris
		

They moved her up here. Remember, she had a senior citizen’s apartment.
It didn’t work.

Interviewer

She missed not working ?

Joan Macris

She missed not working, she missed being in the city.
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Interviewer

She didn’t last much longer after that. Like how long ?

Joan Macris

A couple of years. In ‘77.

Interviewer

She died in ‘77 ? And she moved up here when ?

Joan Macris

‘75, I think.

Interviewer

And this was by consensus of the whole family ?

Joan Macris

Yeah, we were scared. We were afraid to leave her in that apartment.

Interviewer

Because Rosie no longer lived upstairs.

Joan Macris
		
		

Rosie was in Co  -  op City. I was up here. Helen was up here. Brother lived in Carmel.
And Mary was in Riverdale -- so I mean she was in this dangerous neighborhood where
you’d be afraid to go out to go to the grocery store.

		
		
		
		

And in fact there had been an incident where Mr. Lieberman -- remember our land		
lord there, he used to have an office downstairs -- well, Gram used to go to 		
church everyday when she wasn’t working. She’d go to church every			
day, which, she had to go down and around.

Interviewer

To the lane  ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Yeah, to the lane. Well, somebody knocked her down. And took her purse. And there
was a woman who happened to be in her window across the street, and saw the
incident, and called Mr. Lieberman, who came running around the corner, and scared
the people away. But that was enough for us. We said: she has to get out of there.
So your mother went down there, and Rosie went. And they just moved her right out.

Interviewer

To Utica ?

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

And where did she go in Utica ?

Joan Macris

Twin Towers.

Interviewer

Immediately into Twin Towers ? She didn’t live at mom’s house at all ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		

No, I think she did live at mom’s house for awhile. And then she lived with me for 		
awhile too. Oh, I don’t know. If she’d got senior citizen’s housing down in 			
New York City, she would have been much better off. In a safe environment.
But in those days it was hard to get in. There was not that much senior housing yet.

Interviewer

What was her health like at that point  ?

Joan Macris

Very poor.

Interviewer

She was fragile  ?

Joan Macris
The crux of it was that she was just so depressed. We were afraid she might hurt
		herself.
Joan Macris

Fragile.

Interviewer

So she was continuing to work at that point, or had not  ?

Joan Macris
		

No, she stopped working. As soon as she stopped working, it seemed like her health
started to get worse.

Interviewer

That’s what often happens.

Joan Macris
		

That’s one regret I have. I wish that I could have done more for her, because she
deserved it. She was a good person.

Interviewer
		
		
		

You know, I went away to college in ‘72. So I vaguely remember her living at home or
living in Utica, and seeing her when I return in the summer. It was really surprising to
hear that it was as late as ‘77 that she passed away. She lived in Utica for what, about
five years ? ‘72 to ‘77 ?

Joan Macris

I don’t know, yeah. She made a lot of friends here.

Interviewer

What would she go back to the city with Rosie ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Yeah, back and forth. Until we finally said she had to get out of Shakespeare Avenue.
Not good. She could get killed in her home some night. So the only solution we could
come up with was, I mean, she was on the list in New York City to get in.

Joan Macris
		
		

See, nowadays you can get into senior housing much easier, because there is some 		
money budgeted for it. In those days, they didn’t even have it then. She would have
had to go to public housing, which was not a good --

Interviewer

Wasn’t much better.

Joan Macris
		

Not much better. So we figured the safest way to do it was for her to come here.
And actually I think it was the best thing we could have done.

Interviewer

Shakespeare Avenue was becoming crime ridden ?

Joan Macris

Right.

Interviewer
		

What was the nature of the crime ? Was it a deterioration from the influx of other
ethnic groups ?

Joan Macris

Not so much that as drug addiction.

Interviewer

It was drugs ?

Joan Macris

Drug addiction.

Interviewer

What drugs ?
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Sarah Lynch and Grandchildren - Summer 1966
Top: Sarah Lynch, Bottom: Maria Macris (front),
Daniel Nicoletta (rear), John Nicoletta, Susan Macris,
Lorraine & Domenica Nicoletta
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Salvatore and Helen Nicoletta at the Wedding of Ron and Debbie Nicoletta, June 1975
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Joan Macris
		
		
		

I don’t know what the drug was at that time. But it was like overnight that we had
a complete change of tenants living in and around -- in the building we were in. They
were sudden strangers. They were not like the people who used to live there. They
were scary. They were all high on something, you know.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

They spent their days on welfare. They spent their days and nights drugging it up, God
knows what else. It was scary. You would be afraid to meet them down in the laundry
room or something. That was how it got. That’s when I -- when your mother called
me and said, I think I have a place on Leah Street for you, I said, manna from heaven,
get out of here, yeah. So that’s the point where I’m in Utica, which is pretty nice.

Interviewer

Did Gram go over to Shakespeare first, or did you go over first ?

Joan Macris

She did. She was over there.

Interviewer

Then she got you a place in the building.

Joan Macris

Yeah, and then Rosie. So we had our own little conclave going there.

Interviewer

Rosie and Tommy, they were married at this point ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Yes. I think they just had Tommy. Tommy was born there. But it was nice, you know,
having family there. And in those days, it was very different being a single mother. 		
People kind of threw slings at you in those days. And I needed family. I had my
family there, and I came here because I had your mother and father. Could never have
done it alone.

Interviewer

Well, you could have, but it was a good thing that you didn’t have to.

Joan Macris
I thought of going straight across the country to California. It was kind of a dream we
		always had.
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Interviewer

It kind of came true in a way with your daughter.

Joan Macris
		
		
		

Yeah, it’s amazing isn’t it how life works ? But I said, no, I really need family. Being
a single mother in those days, 30 years ago. Like now you’re a single mother, nobody
notices it. In those days, people called you names. It was your fault, it wasn’t your
husband’s fault, it was your fault. So it was tough. It was a very tough time.

Interviewer
		

I want to backtrack a little to Grandma’s passing. I don’t know much about that.
So she weakened and she was living at Twin Towers.

Joan Macris
		

She went into a depression. She was in a psychiatric center over here for awhile. Then
she was moved into a nursing home in Rome.

Interviewer

Did she stop eating, or what were the symptoms ?

Joan Macris

I can’t remember exactly. I do know probably that was part of it.

Interviewer

I vaguely remember visiting her in Rome and that she was somewhat despondent.

Domenica (Mickey) Nicoletta high school graduation 1974
Top: Sal, Mickey and Helen Nicoletta
Bottom: Joan Macris, Mickey, Mary LYNCH Horne
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Joan Macris
The crux of it was that she was just so depressed. We were afraid she might hurt
		herself.
Interviewer

What was the actual cause of death ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Natural causes. She fell in her room, I guess it was the nursing home out there. Which
was a nice place, you know. For what it was, it was nice. And we had all gone out 		
there to see her. I think it was your mom, brother, me, and Louise... I think I was even
able to bring the kids with us, because at that time -- and we had all spent the after		
noon with her, and it was a nice afternoon. And then a couple of days later she fell,
and was taken to the hospital, Rome hospital. And she never really left it.

Interviewer

How long was she in there ?

Joan Macris

Couple of weeks. She just went down.

Interviewer
		

So an injury sort of preempted the body failing. There was no prognosis necessarily.
She just basically died of old age complicated by -- an injury.

Joan Macris
Old age, and yeah. So what a way to go.
		
		
Annotation by Lorraine NICOLETTA Barney: “Mom got Grandma into a new facility
		
in Rome, NY called Betsy Ross Health Related Facility. I think it was one of the first
		
of what we now call “assisted living”. She had health issues (maybe falls as Aunt Joan
		
says) and they’d move her to Rome City Hospital and then back to Betsy Ross when
		she improved.
		
		
		
		
		

(Lorraine continued) In 1997, mom was working the midnight to 8 shift and would
usually go from work, visit Gram in Rome then home to sleep. She was exhausted. 		
I came home from college for Thanksgiving and asked mom to come home first 		
so I could go visit Grandma with her. When we got there Grandma had died. Mom
was a wreck so it was good she wasn’t alone.

		
I believe Aunt Rosie and the boys were on a train up to visit and had to turn around
		
and go back. We packed up Thanksgiving food and headed to NYC by car with Aunt
		
Joan and her family. I can’t remember when or where we ate Thanksgiving, but calling
		
hours must have been Friday and the funeral Saturday. We returned to Utica on
		Sunday.”
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Interviewer

Was she buried in Utica or in New York City ?

Joan Macris

In Gates of Heaven.*(see page 104)

Interviewer

Which is where ?

Joan Macris

That’s in Valhalla.

Interviewer

Which is where ?

Joan Macris

It’s right outside of --

Interviewer

Where Grandpa is buried.... which is New York City area ?

Joan Macris
		

It’s about 20 miles outside New York. Actually we buried my father there, because 		
there’s a railroad that runs through the cemetery.

Interviewer

That was why it was chosen ?

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer
What’s the actual location, so in case any of our heirs are interested -- in visiting, they
		can....
Joan Macris

Now, that’s a problem.

Interviewer

Give or take.

Joan Macris
		
		

It’s near -- well, actually, I’m going there myself this summer. I’m going to go down for
a day. What I want to do is, I’m thinking of buying a [Inaudible]. I’ve already told the
kids I want to be buried there.

Interviewer

With Grandma and Grandpa.

Joan Macris

And my daughter. Patricia is buried there.

Interviewer

Oh, Patricia is buried there.

Joan Macris
		

So I’m going there because I want to see the grave. What I’d like to do, Dan, is put
a headstone on that grave.

Interviewer

Oh, there’s no headstone.

Joan Macris

And your mother designed one.

Interviewer

Oh, really.

Joan Macris

We were working on that when she got sick.

Interviewer

Where is the design ?

Joan Macris

I think it’s at your house someplace. With shamrocks, you know, beautiful, really nice.

Interviewer

A Gaelic phrase or something... ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Yeah, it was really just perfect. And we were just getting the money together. And of
course if I wanted to put engraving on it, we were going to have the usual thing like
date of birth, date of death, for my parents. And then I wanted to put a small
inscription, which I was going to pay for myself. Granddaughter, Patricia Ellen Macris,
same type thing, date of birth, date of death. And then I was going to have a spot that’s
mine. So that’s going to be my next project.

Interviewer

What’s your full name  ?

Joan Macris

Joan Marie Macris.
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Interviewer

And is that what you would want on your headstone  ?

Joan Macris

Yeah. November 21st, ‘31, to whatever.

Interviewer

Hopefully many years from now.

Joan Macris

I hope I’m 90. But I want to be in good health.

Interviewer

I hope you’re more than 90.

Joan Macris

How about 100 ?

Interviewer

How about it ?

Joan Macris

Yeah, how about it.

Interviewer

It’s totally do - able.

Joan Macris

You know, I think today it is.

Interviewer

How do you feel about mortality ? Are you fearful of death ?

Joan Macris

Not really.

Interviewer

Are you satisfied with your life ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

No, I’m not satisfied with my life. There are a lot of things I would have done over 		
again. But right now, the point is, I’m thinking about what I’d like to do with 		
what’s left of it. And one of the things I would really like to work on trying to help get
a headstone back on that grave. That’s something that’s always bothered me, and we
never had the money to do it.

Interviewer

So visiting there, how would that help facilitate it ?

Joan Macris

I want to see it first.

Interviewer
		

You want to see the location and start to visualize what the finished product should
be like ?

Joan Macris

Exactly.

Interviewer
And tell us about the location, because you may be the only person that knows at this
		point.
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Joan Macris
		

Well, I’m going to get the information. It’s Valhalla, and it’s outside of -- little section
there. Jeff ?

Interviewer

Who has the paperwork on it ?

Joan Macris

I don’t have the deed. Rosie might have it because I’ve looked for the deed.

Interviewer
		

What borough is that ? It’s not even a borough. It’s further out.
Is Valhalla the name of the city ?

Joan Macris

Amherst. Amherst is the name of the city.

Interviewer

So Valhalla is the name of the cemetery or the district that it’s in  ?

Joan Macris

Just the District that it’s in, and it’s Gate of Heaven Cemetery.

Interviewer

Well, that’s substantial.

Joan Macris
		

Good to put it down in case. And it’s got three sections to it. My mother-in-law
is buried in the Protestant section. Yeah.

Interviewer

And you’re in the Catholic part.

Joan Macris
		

Yeah, we’re in the Catholic part. There is a town, actually Jeff was working and living
in that town three years ago and working in New York.

Interviewer

So it’s about 20 miles outside of New York City ?

Joan Macris

Right.

Interviewer

How did you travel there before ?

Joan Macris

Well, you can take a train right from New York.

Interviewer

From Grand Central ?

Joan Macris

Right. It’s goes right up into the cemetery.

Interviewer
Oh, no kidding. And the administration would certainly be able to find the marker 		
		location.
Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, I called them -- I called them last week. I was going to try to go by the cemetery
[inaudible]. But I think that’s a little bit too much. Too heavy for me to do. But I called
and I asked the office, I said if I go there, how would I, how would I know where to go ?
And they said, just give us the approximate date of the person’s internment, and we’ll
be able to tell you where it is. I said okay.

Interviewer

Yeah, I guess because cemeteries have older sections and newer sections.

Joan Macris

Yeah. And of course I would like to visit Mary and Wayne’s grave too.

Interviewer

Is it there as well ?

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

Near Grandma and Grandpa ?

Joan Macris

I don’t know.
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Interviewer

In a later section ?

Joan Macris

In a later section, yeah. I could probably get that information too.

Interviewer

That’s a good detail.

* In 2002 the children of Daniel and Sarah Lynch collectively
purchased a headstone for the gravesite of their parents
in The Gates of Heaven Cemetery in Hawthorne,
in Westchester County, NewYork.
Hawthorne is a village and CDP
(Census Designated Place) in the town of Mount Pleasant.
10 West Stevens Ave.
Section 47, Plot 482 Grave 5. Also buried at that site is Joan Macris’s
daughter Patricia Macris and other members of our family are buried
nearby in that same Cemetery. (see interview)
This grave site is #47-482-5
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Joan Macris

Well, they give you maps of how to get to where you’re supposed to go.

Interviewer

And the boys (Mary and Wayne’s son’s) could probably help us...

Joan Macris

So what year are we at now ? Are we at 1971 yet  ?

Interviewer
		

No, we’re in Utica, and we are probably going to wrap it up soon. So we should
probably talk about your life now, and tell about how you have two grandchildren.

Joan Macris

Two grandchildren, the light of my eyes.

Interviewer

So your three children are still alive. Your two girls are married.

Joan Macris

Yes.

Interviewer
		

And your middle girl, Maria, married Dave Hays, and had two children. Why don’t
you tell us about that ?

Joan Macris Well, Lisi is going to be 8 years old in December, and Drew is going to be 3 in a
		
couple of weeks, actually next week, the 22nd of July. And they are, they really are the
		
icing on the cake as far as I’m concerned. And I’m going out to see them probably
		
after I get down and spend Christmas with Rosie and Tom, the rest of the family,
		
		
I’m going to probably go out there and spend the rest of the Holidays with them.
		
Because my little grandson got on the phone last week and said, Gram, would you 		
		
come out for Christmas ? It’s really nice. Sue and Tony are doing fine. I will hang out
		
with them soon. And I’m hoping to retire soon. Because I find that I don’t have the
		
strength I used to have. I tire very easily, I like the job though.
Interviewer

You’re doing paperwork for a contractor, I understand  ?

Joan Macris

Galvanizing.

Interviewer

Galvanizing ?

Joan Macris

Hot stick galvanizing.

Interviewer

And the people are kind of like family to you, even though the pay isn’t --

Joan Macris
		

Pay isn’t bad for Utica. It’s $10 an hour. And it’s a lot of work. You know when you go
in the morning, I go at 8:00 o’clock, and I’m going like a whirling dervish until 5:00.

Interviewer

You’re typing  ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Typing, answering the phone, filling out paperwork for compensation. I’ve learned
a lot since I’ve been there. How to do workmen’s compensation, disability forms. 		
That’s something I never did before. So I’ve learned something new, even at my age.

Interviewer

How long have you been there  ?

Joan Macris

Seven years. And they’re really nice people to work for. I really like them.

Interviewer

What’s the name of the firm  ?

Joan Macris

O.W. Hubble and Sons. Hot dip galvanizers. And the men are very nice.

Interviewer

Is it that big of a firm ?

Joan Macris

Medium.

Interviewer

Sixty employees  ?

Joan Macris
		

Sixty employees in the plant, and shipping and receiving areas and dipping areas,
and in the office there’s 7.

Interviewer
		

Now how was office work for you ? Because you have partial blindness. Talk about
that a little.
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Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, that’s how I got the job in Hubble. I lost the job at [inaudible] because I didn’t
have the equipment really to help me do the work... So we had a kind of gentleman’s
agreement that I would leave, and I would collect unemployment, which was fine with
me, I was ready to stay home for awhile. And then I was in training... I decided, I heard
about this course where you could learn “Word Perfect”.... (see below for clarifications)

		
		

Because at that time thats all there was, they had the large print software. So I
figured I’d try it. Went and did it. Did all right with it. Then of course came the thing,
can I get a job  ?

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

In the meantime one of the people, you know, they have a job development section
in the Association for the Blind. And one of the men there had gone canvassing around
the area. Because of course you get a tax break. They have tax incentives and all that
kind of stuff. So Dan Hubble, he’s kind of inventive, said sure. About a year later, he
called the association, he says, I’m ready, have you got someone. They said, yes we do.
And I went over and interviewed. This was an interview like none I’ve ever done
before. There were cranes and forklifts and what have you. And I go in the office and
I see this great big black dog lying across the floor there. That’s Shadow, that’s Dan’s
dog. And Dan’s there calmly sitting at his desk. And we’re sitting there talking to him.
And he’s asking, well, do you want to give it a try ? And I say, Dan, I don’t know.

		
		

I say, can I think it over ? He’s not telling me he’s going to think it over; I’m telling him.
I say, I don’t know.

Interviewer

Exercising that leverage yet again.

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		
		

I went home and I said, on the way home, Kath, the girl that came with me, Kathy 		
Beaver, she kind of said, she kind of pushed me, oh come on, Joan, give it a try. 		
You know, what the heck have you got to lose ? It doesn’t work out it doesn’t work out.
I says, all right, Kathy, you talked me into it. Well, seven years later, eight years later,
I’m still there. And Dan calls up a couple of days later, and I was working on the desk
at the association, I was the receptionist. He says to me, well, Joan, how about it ? Are
you ready to come over here ? I says, yeah, Dan, I’ll be over on Monday.

Interviewer

So prior to this you worked at the Association for the Blind.

Joan Macris

Yeah.

Interviewer

And the training on the software was there ?

Joan Macris
		

Yeah, I did my training there, and I worked on the desk. So I learned how to handle
telephones and clients. Because I never did receptionist work before.

Interviewer

What is the nature of your disability ? Can you tell what kind of blindness you have ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		

Well, yeah. I’m legally blind. According to the State. But I’m over the edge. I’m not
really thoroughly down. There’s no question of the fact that I need help to get around,
and I do have problems, Jeff knows.. A lot of places Jeff will drive me. He’s afraid I’ll
get killed by a car. And I have a special taxi to drive me back and forth everyday.
Because it is dangerous to go around those grounds at Hubble.

Interviewer

The taxi takes you to and from work  ? Or on the grounds ?

Joan Macris

Oh, they go right into the grounds and take me to the front door.

Interviewer

But during the workday, you’re on your own.

Joan Macris

I’m on my own.

Interviewer

You stay in the office ?

Joan Macris
		
		

Very much. I very rarely go any place. We have shipping and receiving, I can go in
there safely. But the men are in there. They see me coming out, they are already 		
alert Bingo, Joan’s coming, don’t let the forklift over here. And if I happen to make 		
the turn to go into the office, watch out, there’s something there. They’re really 		
		very nice.
Interviewer

What do you do for lunch ?

Joan Macris
		

I go out front and I sit. In fact last week they got a chair out of the back, that was in 		
the storage area, so I could sit out there.

Interviewer

Do you bring your lunch ?

Joan Macris
		
		
		
		
		

Yeah. There’s really is not many places to go at lunch. So that’s part of the problem,
too. I was kind of there, not able to get out of the office all day. And you know you
have to get out for awhile. So Pam and I worked a deal out. I like Pam. She works 		
with me. She just says -- if you want to take 12:00 to 12:30, I can go after that. That’s
how we have it. From 12:00 to 12:30 I go outside, and that works. So that’s where 		
I’m at right now....

[End Tape 2]

Neighbors Dee and Jim Creedon with Joan Macris
(in Helen Nicoletta’s infamous “if walls could talk” kitchen nook),
March 1982
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Utica Observer Dispatch editorial featuring Joan Macris on employment issues
for people who are blind, July, 1999
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Philip and Mary RUCKERT Lynch Wedding
New York, June 2, 1936
(with Philip’s siblings - Sarah and John Joseph Lynch)
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Mary RUCKERT Lynch and daughter Barbara at Barbara’s birthday party, date unknown
from the collection of Sarah Lynch
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l to r: Mary RUKERT Lynch, Tommy Young, Mickey Lynch, Wayne Horne,
Joan Macris, Philip Lynch next to his sister Sarah Lynch, (Longford Lynches)
and Philip Lynch Jr., (front) Louise and Danny Lynch.
The Wedding of Breda MALLOY and Jimmy Cioffi, 1963, New York
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Lynch Family picnic at Palisades Park, New Jersey, May 30, 1958
Top left: Joan Lynch, Helen LYNCH Nicoletta and son Daniel Nicoletta
Top right: Mary & Rosemarie Lynch, Louise Serino, and Daniel Lynch (nick named “Brother”)
Bottom left: Sal Nicoletta, Louise Serino, Domenica Nicoletta, Mary Lynch, Great Aunt Mary Lynch,
Sarah Lynch w Dan Nicoletta, Jimmy Lynch, Joan Macris, Helen Nicoletta
Bottom right: Joan Lynch and Rose Casino
Photos by Pam Casino (prints courtesy of Pam & Rose Casino – the daughters
of Sal & Helen’s landlords John and Carmella Casino)
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Cousinfest 3, Thatcher Park, New Scotland, New York, July 7, 2001
L to r back row: Tommy Young, Rose and John and Claire and Drew Nicoletta, Dale Lynch,
Colum Cronin, Larry Barney, Sal Nicoletta, Karen and Tom Young, Daniel (Jr.) and Coleen
Lynch (holding Kevin).
2nd row from rear: Mary Ellen Hollihan, Margaret Lynch, Christopher Horne, Jerry Lynch,
Liz Young, Lorraine Barney,
3rd row from rear: Jeff Macris, Joan Macris, Rosemarie Young, Henry Young,
front row: John Holahan holding Conor, Tyler and Troy Lynch, Mathias Young
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Cousinfest 2008, Hershey Park, Derry Township, Pennsylvania, 07/14/2008
l to r: back row: Liz and Henry Young, John and Mary Ellen Holahan, Alex Young,
Lorraine Barney, Dan and Louise Lynch, Tommy Young.
second row from back: Jeremy Lynch, Conor Holahan, John and Rose Nicoletta,
Michael Pinatelli, Jr.
third row from back: Rosemarie Young, Claire Nicoletta, Christopher Horne,
Joan Macris, Jean Mary Horne, Sal Nicoletta, Colleen and Dan Lynch, Jr.
front row: Mathias Young, Drew Nicoletta, Mark Young, Kevin Lynch
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Joan Macris and friends, (Betty Allen – middle), Leah Street, Utica New York, Spring 1975
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Susan MACRIS Checchi and Joan LYNCH Macris, December 13, 1993
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Maria MACRIS Hays and Dave Hays, September 11, 1994
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Susan MACRIS Checchi and Tony Checchi, September 11, 1994
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Jeff Macris,
l to r: October 31, 1986, March 25, 1991, July 26, 2005, March 20, 2000,
Photos by Daniel Nicoletta
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Joan Macris and the one arm bandit, Reno Nevada (airline layover)
July 10, 2008
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Louise SERINO Lynch, Joan Macris, Daniel Lynch, July 11, 2008
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Andrew Hays, Joan Macris, Dave, Elise, and Maria MACRIS Hays, July 12, 2008
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Christopher and Jean Mary Bongiorno - Horne Wedding, July 12, 2008
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Joan Macris, Michael Nicoletta - Pinatelli, Salvatore Nicoletta, July 12, 2008
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Joan Macris, Michael Pinatelli Jr., Rosemarie LYNCH Young,
Louise and Danny Lynch, Tommy Young,
July 12, 2008
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Portrait of Mary LYNCH and Wayne Horne
display at Christopher & Jean Mary Bongiorno - Horne Wedding,
July 12, 2008,
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Joan Macris, Lorraine NICOLETTA Barney, July 14, 2008
Photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Michael Pinatelli Jr, Joan Macris, Tommy and Joy Briggs, Dan Nicoletta
July 15, 2008
Photo by Lindsay Briggs
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Ireland and beyond
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Longford region

Marcella GREENE Lynch with heather plant
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The Marriage of Margaret LYNCH to Christopher Brilley, September 19, 1934,
l to r: Mary Ellen LYNCH, Christopher Brilley’s best man, Margaret LYNCH, Christopher Brilley, unknown woman
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Brian Lynch, Mary LYNCH Mahedy and her children, Jimmy, Noreen, Marcella and Tommy Mahedy
Date unknown
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James Lynch and Mary (Molly KEARY) Lynch Wedding photo, Ireland 1950
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James Lynch 1970
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top (left): James & Molly (Mary) KEARY Lynch, (8/1970), top (right), unknown (probably John Mahon’s father), John Mahon & Marcella MAHEDY Mahon (Marcella remarried to Robert Bearden), Mary (Ellen) Lynch,
(09/25/1968), middle (left): Brian and Tommy Mahedy, (date unknown)
middle: (right) Patrick & Mary Carthy Wedding portrait, (04/22/1989)
bottom (left) Aunt Maggie Lynch’s daughter Stella Flynn, Mary Carthy, Marcella Bearden, & Bridie Burke, Noreen
McGovern, Mary Brilley, (04/05/2015), bottom (right): Jimmy Mahedy & daughters Grace & Natalie, (1987)
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top (left): Jim & Josephine Lynch with Aunt Mary (Molly) KEARY Lynch,
top (right): Father Joe Brilley (left) & friends,
middle (left): Mary Carthy, Noreen McGovern, Jimmy Mahedy,
middle (right): Mary Carthy, Rosemarie Young & Patrick Carthy Jr.,
bottom (left): Mary Carthy and Bridie BRILLEY Burke, summer 2019, bottom (right): Patrick Jr & Mary Carthy
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top: St. Mary’s Church in Edgeworthstown, the current Parish Church of the Longford Lynch Family.
Bottom: Obituary of Father Joseph Brilley, Beloved Ancestor of the Lynch Family. (the article describes
his history working on the Brilley family dairy farm prior to his Ordination and life as a Catholic Priest)
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top left: Road leading to the area of the former Lynch farm in Correaly, Westmeath. (this was the 3rd
homestead after the two addresses in Lecchurragh.) Correaly is off road L1927 - just past Kildevin House),
top right: Chapel of St. Mary’s Church in Edgeworthstown
bottom right: The closed Lismacaffrey National School (where many of the Lynch children including Sarah
Lynch attended school). All photos by Maria Hays, 2019
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From the ledger of Griffith’s Valuation documenting the naming of a townland based
on the meaning of the Gaelic words originally used to describe the townland.
(The Gaelic words usually referred to the topography and/or the plant life ot the locale).

Clonkeen and region

* (from page 43 - 44)
Courtesy of Lily LUCEY O’Sullivan (sent by mail in response to Aunt Joan LYNCH Macris’
reminiscence in this oral history where she made reference to the musical McSweeneys.
(when they played regularly at her home – the home of Dannie & Sarah Lynch – in NYC, NY, USA)
McSweeneys, Gortnakilla, Clonkeen
The McSweeney homestead which stands on the mountain top at Gortnakilla has been home to at
least four generations of McSweeneys. The McSweeney family originally came from Inisemor, Cuil
Aodha. They were known as the Sean Og’s.
John McSweeney (Grandfather of Michael) was a well-known county councillor. He was elected to
Kerry County Council for three consecutive terms. He served from 1899 to 1908. Along with being
a public representative John was also a fine musician of his time.
John married Ellen Lynch of Coomacullen. They had six children, Margaret, Hannah, Ned, John,
Michael and William. They were a talented family of musicians, singers, and craftspeople. Both
Hannah and Margaret were fiddle players, Michael played the flute, John, William and Ned played
bagpipes and fiddle.
The house was well known for musical gatherings and was a venue for annual biddy dances.
Given the hill top location of the house, the music of the McSweeneys was often heard
resonating through the valley below as they often played outdoors in evening time.
John and William gained note when they actually made a bagpipes in Gortnakilla. Later when
William and John emigrated to the United States of America, they took with them their musical
instruments, continuing to play music and subsequently formed a successful band. The chanters
of the Gortnakilla bagpipes are now in the possession of John’s daughter Eileen in Connecticut.
Margaret and Hannah remained in Ireland and married in Killaloe, Co. Clare and Clonkeen
respectively. Michael remained in the homestead and married Ellen P. McCarthy of Clydaghroe.
They had seven children. William, John and Eileen who died in infancy. Michael himself died at the
age of 38. Ellen then raised the other four children (Eamon, Hannah, Michael and Patrick) herself in
Gortnakilla. Patrick her youngest son died tragically in 1981. Michael and Philomena and their family
now reside in Coomacullen.
The old homestead has been preserved by Michael and now is used by the family for musical
gatherings with family and friends. On such occasions the strains of bagpipes, fiddle, melodion can
again be heard resounding through the glen and greeting the dawn, emanating once again the past.
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John McSweeney and Kathleen MOYNIHAN McSweeney
(Gortnakilla) on their Wedding Day
August 2, 1941 in New York City
(Maker of the Bagpipes)
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Elizabeth (Betty) Lynch with her father Dan (Cumor) Lynch twins
Michael (left) and Dan (right), Clonkeen, Ireland, 1932 - 33
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Margaret (Peggy) Lynch with twins Michael (left) and Dan (right),
New York 1934
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Margaret (Peggy) and Michael D. Lynch, unidentified acquaintance in America, circa 1928
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The Lynch Family circa 1951 - 1952
L to R: (back) Sean, Dan, Father Mickie Dan, Michael
L to R: (front) Jerry, Denis
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L to R: (rear) Mikey O’Sullivan and son Cormac, Paul Lucey, Denis Lynch, Siobhán O’Shea,
Catherine O’Sullivan, Denny Lucey, Tim Cronin, Con Lucey.
Middle: Seán O’Sé L to R: (front) Mike O’Sullivan, Dara O’Sullivan, Donnacha O’Sullivan, Ina
O’Shea, Lily O’Sullivan, Eoin O’Sullivan, Kathleen Lynch, Margaret Cronin, with Danny Lucey.
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L to R: Margaret and Tim Cronin, Kathleen and Denis Lynch and Denis Lynch Jr.
at their home in Carhue Berrings, August 28, 2012, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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top left: Margaret Cronin, Ina & John O’Shea, Tim Cronin in Laraugh, (08/26/2012),
top right: Siobhán O’Shea’s home for tea, (08/26, 2012), center: Ina O’Shea, Denis Lynch, Lily O’Sullivan,
Kathleen Lynch, (08/25/2012), bottom: Harvesting Peat on the Clonkeen Bog, (left): Dan Nicoletta & Tim Cronin,
(right): Tim Cronin & Mike O’Sullivan. (08/25/2012).

top: Margaret and Tim Cronin with Kathleen Lynch, Carhue Berrings, (08/28/2012)
middle: Denis and Kathleen Lynch, Carhue Berrings, (08/28/2012)
bottom: Aisling Lynch & her mom Kathleen Kirwan in Aisling’s Cork City boutique Paper Dolls (08/30/2012)
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Dan Lynch Bar, March 13, 1986, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
(random prescient shot on a visit to NYC, made scarcely knowing that my own cousins Jerry and Dan Lynch (Denis
Lynch’s brothers) were the proprietors of this now (closed) legendary
Greenwich Village live music venue at 221 2nd Ave, in the East Village (between 13th & 14th)
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Jerry Lynch in the quirky back yard of another Bar he owned on St. Marks Place in Greenwich
Village, NewYork City, June 20, 1994,
photo by Dan Nicoletta
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Church of Our Lady of the Wayside, Clonkeen, Ireland, August 25, 2012
photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Connie Lucey and grandson Daniel Lucey, August 25, 2012,
photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Photo - page 222. Ogham stone carving - from a permanent exhibit at The University of Cork visitor
center, photo by Daniel Nicoletta, August 28, 2012
“The cloisters at The University College Cork contain a collection of Ogham Stones illustrating an early
coded form of the Irish language. These are ancient gravestones, each one marking the burial place of
a distinguished person in a Celtic tribe, a chieftain or a bard, and are dated from the second or third
century of the Christian era - the period before Saint Patrick came to Ireland.
Letters represented by grooves and notches record simple genealogical statements of the period
300 - 600 AD. Many scholars believe that the Ogham alphabet is related to the Latin alphabet.
A key to its translation was discovered in a medieval religious text. This marked the first time that Irish
was written down. Using this translation, it is possible to read the Ogham script, from the bottom of
the stone up. Most scripts conform to a pattern incorporating genealogical descent - for example (in
Latin) “X son of Y” and other social elements such as “of the tribe Z”. As such, they are frequently
described as ‘grave markers’, although no evidence (e.g.; associated burials) of this function has been
found by archaeologists. They may be commemorative, even in the absence of burials, or they may
have been used as boundary markers.”
quoted from the Visitor center website: https://www.ucc.ie/en/discover/visit/centre/stone-corridor/
“Known as ogham, the 25-letter alphabet was supposedly inspired by Ogma, god of eloquence”.
from: http://ogham.lyberty.com/oghamintro.html
for more info on Ogham Stone history see also:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ogham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ogham_inscription
End pages photo:
Drombeg Stone Circle, (“one of the finest recumbent Stone circles built in the Cork/Kerry region
in the late Bronze Age period”), Photo by Daniel Nicoletta, August 23, 2012
back cover photo:
Old Clock shop in Cork City, Ireland, August 29, 2019 photo by Dan Nicoletta
section heading page photos: (pages: 134 - 135, 137, 138, 149, 184, 221, 222, 223, 225)
all photos by Daniel Nicoletta, from summer in Ireland, August 2012
All other photos copyrighted by the cited sources in the captions - all rights reserved.
Please forgive any omissions or innacuracies and please bring any glaring examples to my attention.
(Please also keep in mind that the scope of this project for now is the narrative of Joan Macris).
Hopefully other explorations into the Lynch heritage can be fostered in manuscript form in the
forthcoming years.
I encourage all shared genealogy and will continue to cherish and preserve what has already so
Graciously been given. My deepest gratitude to all those who have helped.
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Obituary of Joan Macris written by her daughter Maria Hays circa March 20, 2020
Joan Marie LYNCH Macris, November 21, 1931 –   January 22, 2020
Joan Marie LYNCH Macris (88 years old), passed away peacefully at home in Gig Harbor, Washington surrounded by family and friends. The cause of her death was jaw cancer. Joan was preceded
in death by her separated husband, Gus Macris, her parents, Sarah and Daniel, her sisters, Helen
Nicoletta and Mary Horne, and her infant daughter, Patricia Macris.
Joan is survived by her siblings, Daniel (Louise) Lynch, Rosemarie (Tom) Young; her children, Susan
(Anthony) Checchi, Maria (David) Hays, her son Jeffrey Macris; her grandchildren, Elise and Andrew
Hays; and by many nieces and nephews.
Joan was born and raised in New York City. She graduated from George Washington High School
in Manhattan and worked as a stenographer for various firms including The National Association of
Manufacturers.
In 1971, as a newly single parent, Joan moved her young family to Utica, New York, where she
worked as an administrative assistant at Hubbell Galvanizing, retiring from there in 2002. Joan then
moved to Gig Harbor, Washington, to be closer to her family there. Joan was known for her kindness, a love of singing and all forms of creativity, including genealogy and an interest current affairs.
A Catholic funeral mass and internment of Joan’s ashes will be held at Gate of Heaven Cemetery,
Hawthorne, New York, at the gravesite of her parents and infant daughter. A date for the mass and
internment is yet to be decided.
In lieu of flowers. memorial contributions can be made to MultiCare Home Health and Hospice,
Tacoma, Washington, or Catholic Community Services, Tacoma, WA.
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Courtesy of Mike Lucey
circa March 20, 2020
Sent to Dan Nicoletta accompanying the family’s
condolences to the United States Lynches and kin
after the death of Joan LYNCH Macris
and included here also in loving memory of Michael
(Mickey) Lynch, (July 27, 1941 - November 22, 2020)
“The air to the song is “The Mountains o Moran
goes down to the sea”
Author unidentified
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Twelve miles from Killarney and you’re in Cloonkeen
Where gardens are fertile and meadows are green,
The cutest wee corner you ever have seen,
I left it for good at the age of fourteen.

They don’t have to go to Glenfesk any more,
A baby cathedral stands right at the door,
With carpets and what not all over the floor,
The likes you would never imagine before.

The river from Clydagh for many a day
Has watered that glen without thank you or pay
And many the salmon got nabbed on the way
In the Flesk River valley so tranquil and gay.

The new school in Cloonkeen they certainly prize
They say that the old one was hard on the eyes,
But many a schoolchild will soon realise
That a school is a school in whatever disguise.

The horse and the cart are no longer the go
The jeep and the tractor have stolen the show
The old separator is gone long ago,
And the churn is as scarce as the sun on the snow

The hills that the tourist and traveller defy,
No longer can hold up their summits on high,
For high-tension cables reach up to the sky,
A marvellous achievement you cannot deny.

The old school in Clydagh has got a new look
And sure as you say: “Twas a long time it took”
So few are the names now to fill in the book
For many the old habitations forsook.

And see what they do with electricity,
For pressing and cooking and making tea,
No matter how costly the item may be,
Tis safe and tis quick and as handy as can be.

On horseback and sidecar and old common car,
The old folk didn’t rekon Glenfesk Church too far
‘Twas almost as near as was Moynihan’s Bar,
In spite of the weather, the frost and the tar.

And so when you take the Killarney main road,
You’ll give my regards to Derrymaclavode,
And give all love to that blissful abode,
That started me off on life’s venturesome road.
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